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The principle concerns of this study of the three Span-
ish lunettes are establishing Alonso Berruguete as their 
sole carver, the lunettes' iconography, and an exploration 
of their stylistic sources. 
That the lunettes are not workshop pieces is derived by 
studying Berruguete's documented works. When the lunettes 
are compared with them it can be seen that they share the 
unique carving techniques and peculiarities of one and the 
same artist. 
The study made here of the iconography of the lunettes 
examines their very individual interpretation of the themes 
of the Flood, the Brazen Serpent and the Last Judgement, by 
comparing them to scenes of the same subjects. The reasons 
for a new interpretation of the iconographic scheme the 
three works present are established. 
For reasons of style , influence from antique art are ex-
plored . The work of the Renaissance and other Mannerist 
artists which in terms of style, closely corresponds to 
Berruguete's lunettes are comparatively examined. 
The results of the research make for a re-evaluation of 
the lunettes and help to illuminate the figure of Alonso 
Berruguete. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Mannerism is the term used to designate and character-
ize the complex, stylistic phenomena occurring in Europe 
in the period between the High Renaissance and the Baroque. 
The art of this period has been subject to a wi rle range of 
critical interpretation being viewed as a final exhaus-
tion or degeneration of Renaissance artistic premises, as 
a vital elaboration essential to a n ew stylistic synthesis, 
or simply as the expression of a self-sufficient esthetic 
entity. 
It has been viewed negatively by some who maintain that 
Mannerism exists when forms that originally had precise 
meaning and expressive value are taken over and carried to 
extreme s, so that they appear affected, artificial and emp-
ty. Those who recognize rather the subjectivity of Manner-
ism, see it as embodying a new kind of art in which the 
dramatic aspect of the image was intensified on the basis 
of premises opposed to the naturalism a nd rationalism of 
the Re naissance. 
The work of one little known and little appreciated Man-
nerist sculptor is the topic of this thesis. The artist is 
Alonso Berruguete . The works are the three wooden lunettes 
which adorn the Archbishop's choir stall in the Cathedral 
of Toledo . I wi ll f irst examine these works for the ir 
-, -
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visual content in an effort to reveal whether they are work-
shop pieces or were carved by the master himself. Secondly 
I will consider the iconography of the three pieces to show 
where Berruguete followed tradition and where he was inno-
vative. My thesis will reveal that the iconographic pro-
gram of the three lunettes represents the three eras: The 
Flood (pl. 1) symbolizes the era before the Law: The Bra-
zen Serpent (pl. 2) symbolizes the era under the Law: The 
Last Judgement (pl. 3) symbolizes the era under Grace. To 
establish this iconographic scheme I will prove that the 
theme of the lunette which has been referred to as the 
crossing of the Red Sea , is actually a representation of 
the Flood. My last consideration of the lunettes will re-
veal their stylistic sources. 
CHAPTER I 
BIOGRAPHY 
Before beginning, some biographical information is in 
order. Unfortunately, the dates surrounding Berruguete's 
life are as enigmatic as the style which his work epito-
mizes. The commemorative exposition of his work, held in 
1961, at the Cason del Buen Retiro in Madrid, honored the 
Fourth Centenary of his death, as his exact date of birth 
has yet to be uncovered. The questionable birthdate of 
( 1) 
1489 is given in the catalogue of this exposition. 
Chandler Post, deducing from the information concerning 
Alonso's father, Pedro Berruguete, tells us that he could 
not have been born before 1486 or after 1490, at Paredes de 
( 2) 
Nava, Valladolid. Alonso, no doubt, received his first 
art lessons from his father who was a celebrated Spanish 
Renaissance painter. Like his father, at an early age he 
went to Italy to study painting. His exact date of arri-
val in this country, where his father had contributed many 
magnificent works, is also uncertain. We can deduce that 
this sojourn took place after 1504 when, still at Paredes 
de Nava, it is recorded that he petitioned his mother to 
assume the guardianship of himself and the other five chil-
(3) 
dren of his deceased father. We can guess that he was in 
Italy shortly after the excavation of the Laocoon in Rome 
in 1506, when Vasari tells us he competed with Jacopo San-
sovino in making a wax model of the statue. His further 
3 
4 
activity in Rome included the study of Michelangelo's Sis-
tine Ceiling, which Chandler Post authenticates by the fig-
ure of hanging Haman on one of the ceiling spandrels, which 
can be seen in a drawing of the Crucifixion by Berruguete 
in the Academy of Saint Ferdinand in Madrid. The influence 
of Michelangelo ' s work , and especially that of the Sistine 
Ceiling will be elaborated upon in my discussion of the 
stylistic sources for the lunettes. 
His stay in Florence is documented again by Vasari, who 
records his study of the Battle of Cascina, and by Michel-
angelo's own letters, asking his brother to gain the per-
mission for Alonso's study of the cartoon. Later, Michel-
angelo wrote again to Florence to inquire about Berruguete's 
( 4) 
health, calling him the "garzione spagnuolo". 
And so we find Berruguete in Florence during the years 
1515-18, which marked the birth of Mannerism there, al-
though his work is not considered to be influential in the 
formation of this style, as is that of Pontorrno and Il 
( 5 ) 
Rosso. Later I will examine the work of these two con-
temporaries of Berruguete and trace their stylistic influ-
ence on the lunettes . 
A record of his travels to other Italian cities is also 
unavailable . Yet , I do not doubt that he visited those 
cities which housed great works of art , including Padua, 
since Donatello's works there can bee seen as stylistic 
source s for the lunettes. 
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A record of a specific maestro, under whom Berruguete 
studied while in Italy is also absent. But I believe it 
can be said that the works of art themselves, beginning 
with the ancient Greek and Roman which he saw, served as 
his ''teachers". Motifs from these ancient works can also 
be seen in the lunettes. Although the details of his stay 
in Italy are vague, the influence this trip had upon his 
art istic development can be clearly established by examin-
ing the lunettes. 
In 1518 Berruguete was back in Spain where he began his 
career as court painter for Carlos Vin Saragossa. His 
success was short-lived and for financial reasons he ac-
cepted a position as escribano del crimen in 1523. 
After this date, he began to undertake sculptural commi-
sions offered to him by the ministers and ecclesiastics of 
the realm, although he always aspired to be a painter. He 
soon became recognized throughout Spain as one of the best 
sculptors of his time. As such he was given the title of 
magnifico and led a princely life in accordance with it. The 
Regent of Spain, Infanta Juana, gave him the village of Ven-
tas de la Cuesta as his own estate. He later built a pala-
tial home in Valladolid and thereby shifted the center of 
sculpture from Burgos to that city. His commissions were 
many throughout his lifetime, with his fame and fortune 
ever increasing until his death in the year 1561. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF BERRUGUETE'S CARVING 
In an effort to solve the first problem the lunettes pose, 
that of their carver, I will analyze the works already docu-
mented as being sculpted by Berruguete's own hand. In this 
way the characteristic elements of Berruguete's carving 
technique can be established. Let us backtrack, then, to 
1528, when Berruguete began work on the retable for the Mon-
astery of San Benito in Valladolid. According to Manuel 
Gomez-Moreno, the structural design of this altarpiece, its 
figures, paintings and polychromy, are all Berruguete's own 
( 1) 
work. Likewise, Ricardo de Orueta, author of the most ex-
tensive book devoted to Berruguete, states that the condi-
tions of the contract for this work are "que las historias 
( 2) 
del pincel e imagines vayan de mano del dicho maestro." 
In terms of its style, the seeds of his later work are 
planted in the San Benito retable. Its reliefs share a 
common mode of expression with the lunettes. In both cases, 
great force defines the movements of the figures, which co-
ver the entire space, leaving no areas vacant and making 
concrete actions paramount. 
It is easy to see that the hand which carved the lunettes 
is the same one which carved the reliefs of the retable of 
San Benito. The waters in the relief of The Miracle of San 
Benito (pl. 4) are carved in the same pattern of primitive 
7 
8 
( 3) 
s wirls which we see in The Flood and The Last Judgement lu-
n e ttes. In The Epiphany (pl. 5) and The Circumcision (pl. 6) 
scenes, Berruguete carves the Christ Child with an extremely 
short n e ck and a very robust and smooth body. This is the 
same manner in which he carves the child who rides above the 
waves of the Flood, on top of his father's shoulders. In 
the same two San Benito reliefs, the painfully flat, dis-
torted hand of the Virgin, which ends in arthritic fingers, 
is characteristic of Berruguete's carving and can be seen 
in all three lunettes. 
The carving of the drapery in the relief of The Conver-
sion of King Totila (pl. 7) is such that the cloth forms 
flat planes, which neither define the body nor harmonize 
with it. Rather, they make large areas of disjointed pat-
terns across the surface of the forms, as in the Christ and 
Virgin figures of The Last Judgement lunette. The treatment 
of the carving of the hair in The Destruction of the Temple 
(pl. 8) relief is also identical to that in the lunettes, 
where we see thick locks of hair which wave slightly to 
show the contour of the skull and trace its shape. The flat-
tened limbs which seem to cripple the figures in both the 
San Benito retable and the lunettes surely identify the 
carving technique of one and the same person. The swirl of 
drapery, which sweeps out from behind a figure in The Epi-
phany relief to form a flattened oval shape, can be seen 
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repeated in The Last Judgement lunette. In both instances 
Berrugete employs this elliptical shape to convey motion 
and enhance the drama of the scene. 
Although the lunettes were done twenty years after the 
documented San Benito retable, their similarities in carv-
ing suggest that they are by an artist whose technique did 
not alter. Whe n we see how these three works contrast with 
the back rests of the Toledo choir stalls, commissioned to 
Berruguete in 1539, but executed with the help of the aux-
iliary masters, Inocencio Berro, Manuel Alvarez, Juan de 
( 4) 
Guaza and Pedro de Frias, their similarities in carving 
become even clearer. It is clear that the workshop pieces 
retain some of the expression of Berruguete's original de-
sign , in terms of the movement and pose of the figures, but 
an adh erence to naturalistic details distinguishes their 
execution from that of the master's. 
The lunettes are first mentioned in 1548 in the apprai-
sals of the grandiose decorative scheme for the Archbishop 's 
choir stall of which they are only a part. Along with the 
lunettes, the Archbishop Tavera commissioned a large trans-
figuration scene to go above the stall and a trascoro with 
two lateral reliefs. These works, done in alabaster, were 
commissioned five years earler, in 1543, to be done by 
( 5 ) 
Be rruguete's "propio mano". These, therefore, can also be 
used to establish Berruguete's carving techniques and au-
10 
the nticate the lunettes. 
Looking first at The Transfiguration (pl. 9), the figure 
of Moses, to Christ's right, is carved in the same curious 
way as the first figure in the left foreground of The Last 
Judgement. Both figures are in profile in what appears to 
b e a kneeling position. Berruguete does not finish the en-
tire leg, but stops abruptly after the knee area. He por-
trays muscle and bone with bumps and indentations which 
make an irregular surface, foreshadowing those of Rodin. 
The drapery of these two figures hangs in such a way as 
to expose their legs and trails down at their backs almost 
like a tail. The folds of their draperies are square and 
flat. They cover large areas and are not interru pted with 
intermediate folds. They do not help us to know the ana-
tomy beneath, nor are they beautiful in their own right. 
The two folds which fall from Mary's knee in The Last 
Judgement are again large , flat, uninterrupted trapazoidal 
shapes, whose edges are hard and straight. We observe the 
same handling of the figures of Saint Peter and Saint James 
in The Transfiguration. (pl. 10) The Christ figures in 
both The Last Judgement and The Transfiguration again show 
Berruguete's drapery carving to be unintelligible . We must 
strain to see where their robes end and cloaks begin. The 
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round bands around each figur e 's wrists serve as their cuffs. 
An irregular surface is carved in some areas instead of folds. 
Flaps of inanimate drapery hang awkwardly in others, and 
speak of stone and wood rather than woven materials. 
The drapery is not graceful in either work, but rather it 
serves an expressive purpose. It flows off of the arms of 
Saint Peter and a fleeing woman in The Flood and so makes 
the same pattern of waves which accentuates their movement. 
Gashes, which cut across the cloth are left without being 
mod e l ed and can be seen as incisions which crystalize the 
torment of the figures in both works. Wide pieces of mater-
ial are carved into flat bands which keep their owners visu-
a lly fixed in their poses, as if they were bound. The fig-
ures of Saint John in The Transfiguration and Mary in The 
Last Judgement bear these oppressive lengths of cloth which 
wrap around their arms and necks. 
Unlike The Transfiguration, the emphasis in the lunettes 
is on the nude figure. However, when drapery is included, 
it plays an important role and exhibits the same character-
istics seen in The Transfiguration. 
To compare the carving of the anatomy, we must look at 
the four nude cherubs which frame the three saints at the 
bottom of The Transfiguration. The first, on the left, 
(pl . 11) bears the same sweet yet silly expression on his 
12 
f ace , as the child carried by his father in The Flood. 
Both figures' fat lumpy arms show Berruguete's lack of ana-
tomical detail. Their large chests and backs are crudely 
misshapen and make them appear dwarf-like. The strange 
carving of the lower portion of this cherub's body speaks 
of Be rruguete's peculiar carving technique: his leg is a 
combination of bumps and flat planes which mass together to 
f orm his thigh; his calf is much smaller and seems stunted, 
making him out of proportion. We see this same lack of 
bone structure and variation from large to small proportions 
in the nude child who crawls in the foreground of The Flood. 
Both figures are also portrayed without feet. 
The second cherub on the left bears the same pose as the 
figure in front of the column in The Brazen Serpent lunette. 
Both figures raise their right arms up and place their hands 
on their heads. Their arms are carved with bulges on the 
sides to somehow convey roundness. Neither figure has his 
wrist defined , and their misshapen hands end in irregular 
spikey projections for fingers, which become part of their 
wavy hair. 
The cherubs on the right (pl. 12) also suffer with the de-
formities of Berruguete's carving. The first's right leg 
is thin and flattened out, like that of a polio victim. This 
s ame leg formation can be seen in the female figure in the 
b a ckground (and in many of the others), of The Brazen Ser-
13 
pent. Likewise, this cherub's right leg shows Berruguete's 
r e peated pattern of carving a large buttocks and long thigh 
which is attached to a small and stunted calf. 
Berruguete's unique technique of gouging out a straight 
wide line to represent a muscle or bone, can be seen on the 
l e ft leg of the second cherub on the right, as on most of 
the figures of the three lunettes. This characteristic of 
Be rruguete's carving makes many of his figures elongated 
and flattened out, rather than robust and three dimensional. 
These strange indentations, which seem to be drawn on the 
surface of the figures , make linear patterns which empha-
size the movement of the figures and the direction of their 
limbs. They are contrary to the principles of sculpture 
and relate his work more to a drawing technique. 
To complete my analysis of the visual content of the 
lunettes. I will compare them to the two lateral relief 
panels which adorn the trascoro of the choir stall at 
Toledo. These reliefs are similar to the lunettes in 
size and sentiment. They seem to lack premeditation and 
to have been carved with a maximum amount of spontaneity. 
Their swift and tumultuous execution marks them as kin-
dred spirits to the lunettes. 
Like the lunettes, they are not visible from a normal 
14 
view. Yet possibly for this v ery reason I believe these 
works may b e the most personal of Berruguete's production. 
In these hidden miniature sculptures, Berruguete gives full 
r e in to the choice and interpre tation of his subject matter 
and his handling of them. 
The lunettes describe religious themes, although Berru-
g uete 's interpre tation makes them appear pagan. In the two 
trascoro reliefs h e makes no concessions and carves the 
on l y profane themes to be seen in the choir. That Berru-
gue t e was allowed to decorate the trascoro with a family 
of tritons and nereids and a battle scene with nude combat-
a nts is curious. But perhaps this was done with the appro-
/ 
val of Don Diego Lopez de Ayala, canon of the Cathedral of 
Tol e do from 1518-1557. He and Cardinal Tavera were the di-
rectors of the artistic work at Toledo. Don Diego was an 
" erudito eclesiastico y buen lite rato, amigo de artistas 
( 6) 
y poetas." He translated Boccaccio's Laberinto de Amor 
and Il Filocio, the latter being published in 1546. Jacopo 
Sannazzaro's pastoral romance, Arcadia, which is filled 
with pagan festivals, was also translated by Don Diego. His 
literary activity makes his close association with Cardinal 
Tavera seem strange, as Tavera served as a member of the 
( 7) 
tr ibunal of the Inquisition. With his understanding a nd 
appreciation of pagan literature, it is likely that Don 
Diego would have looked on these unusual works of Berrugue te 
15 
With 
a permissive, or perhaps even approving eye. 
The first trascoro relief (pl. 13) I will discuss, por-
trays the nude figures of a man, two women and two children, 
Whom · 
aintain themselves over the waves of a river or sea in 
swaying dance-like poses. The composition is simple and 
dominated by the central male figure, who is flanked on 
either side by a child and a female. 
The male figure has his back to us as he stretches his 
arms out · d 
, in a typical mannerist pose , to touch the hea s 
of both females. The lobster-like claw, which serves as 
his right hand is like that of the first figure on the left, 
in low-relief in The Brazen Serpent lunette. His arms are 
carved like those of the first figure on the right in The 
~ Judgement lunette. They are flat and seem to have 
been crushed by an enormous weight, which has left them use-
less. 1· A rubble of broken bone and torn muscle seems to ie 
below the surface. There is no definition of an elbow or 
forearm. Instead, Berruguete carves a flat and t r uncat ed 
trapazo1·d 
shape, which tapers at the end, to represent the 
arms f 0 these figures. 
The carving of the hair for this male figure, as well as 
for hist was accomplished by cutting wo female companions, 
a Piece of stone which follows the shape of the head. The 
lines t locks of hair are later 0 represent a few individual 
modeled onto that surface. In this way the figure's hair 
j 
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seems to be in one piece and appears wig-like. This type of 
handling is repeated in all three lune ttes . 
The male figure of the trascoro relief has pointed shoul -
der blades. They are the result of Berruguete's cutting 
a way the part of the back adjacent to them . The shoulder 
blades of the figure who grasps a serpent and of the two 
nude s wimmers on the left of Th e Flood are created in the 
same way . 
Another interesting feature of Berruguete's carving is 
the way h e finishes, or leaves unfinished, the legs of the 
three main figures of this trascoro relief . As if to har-
moniz e with the rhythm of his work, he ends their legs with 
a n irre gular sweep of stone, which blends in and becomes 
par t of the waves upon which the figures ride. This same 
impulsive carving is obs e rve d in numerous instances in all 
three lunettes. The two figures who crawl to safety in the 
right foreground of The Flood are specific examples of this 
type of handling. 
This trascoro relief ~nd the lunettes speak of a capri-
choso artist who does not restrain or temper his carving 
tools to satisfy set standards. Instead, h e satisfies his 
o wn n eed to create in the most spontaneous way possible, 
even if it means deforming a figure or changing the inter-
17 
Pretation of a theme . 
In his carving of the female anatomy Berruguete rarely en-
dows his figures with a feminine grace or a womanly allure. 
The t 
wo females of this trascoro relief are strong-bodied 
a
nd 
small-breasted. The woman on the right, like the women 
in !lie Flood, has been fashioned with high, flat, small 
breasts, whi' ch press against her chest. Her right thigh 
can barely be distinguished from the background, because 
it . . 
ls in such low relief. The flatness of this part of her 
body · is unnerving in its abnormality. This same handling 
of the thigh can be seen in the central figure in The Flood 
a
nd the two seated men on the left in The Last Judgement. 
The waters upon which the figures ride in this r e lie f 
create f 
a orceful rhythm, which gives movement to the scene. 
The Wat . 
e r is represe nted by thin hori zontal band s o f stone , 
Which 
undulate across the entire l e ngth of the r e lie f. The 
Close Proximity of the low but steadily moving waves cre-
ates the impression of a continuously flowing body o f wate r. 
The 
same carving technique cre ate s the wa t e r s in The Flood 
a
nd
~ Last Judgement lunettes and the second trascoro r e-
1· 1.ef Panel. 
This s e cond trascoro relief (pl. 14) port rays four me n 
Who battle over the waves of a surging body of wate r. There 
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a r e two primary figures who charge at each other on horse-
back in the foreground. The tails and hooves of their 
horses are extended and distorted so that they become an 
inte gral part of the pattern of the waves. This is the same 
e xpressively fluid treatment Berruguete gives to the legs 
of the figures of the aforementioned comparisons. This 
carving technique can be established as Berruguete's own, 
since we do not see it in workshop pieces, where it was 
his responsibility to smooth the figures and conclude the 
( 8) 
h e ads and hands. After looking at the chair backs of the 
choir stalls in Toledo, this becomes obvious. The limbs 
of the figures of these workshop pieces are terminated and 
this is done in an anatomically correct way. These figures 
are interpreted more naturalistically than the more expres-
sively dematerialized figures created entirely by Berruguete 
himself. 
The two riders of this trascoro relief bear Berruguete's 
trademarks. The rider on the left extends one arm which al-
most defies description in its deformity, except as it can 
be compared to other Berruguete figures. For such a com-
parison we may look at the last figure on the right in The 
Last Judgement. The same misshapen arm which appears too 
wide and too short and at the same time elongated because of 
its spikey skeletal fingers, is seen in both instances. 
19 
The arms of the rider on the right bulge and bend as if 
w· i th0ut bones. They end brutally in stunted hands which 
are attached directly to the forearms, since Berruguete has 
not given this figure wrists. Looking at the first figure 
0 n the · 
right side in The Brazen Serpent, we see a close 
rep1 · lea of this rider ' s affliction. 
The semi-circular swirl of drapery, which flies out from 
behind 
the right rider and the figure perched above the 
r· 
lder on the left, can also be seen in The Last Judgement. 
In both instances , Berruguete's handling of drapery makes 
Us feel 
a rush of wind , which sets the scenes into movement. 
The last figure in the trascoro relief enters on the 
extreme left . He is the only completely nude figure repre-
sentea. He stands in a profile position as he watches the 
ensuing battle . 1 h · · a pro Although Berruguete paces im in -
file p · . t 
osition, he raises his left shoulder so that the par 
Of his back , which should be hidden is exposed. In this way 
he 
resembles a hunchback. This cubist-like simultaneous 
v-. 
lew of the back is carved over and over again by Berruguete 
in the lunettes. It can be seen in The Last Judgement on 
the second 1 on the left side and on the arge standing figure 
first two can also be called 
nude figures in The Flood who 
"h Unchbacks ,, 1· s crawling at the bot-The old nude man who 
tom can b The father carrying his child e described as such. 
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a nd one of the swimmers on the left side of this work are 
two othe rs who fit this description. In The Brazen Serpent, 
a nother example of this type of carving is the figure grasp-
ing a serpent. 
The characteristics of Berruguete's carving, which I have 
compared, do not appear in his documentated works as created 
with the assistance of a workshop. These attributes of his 
carving technique indicate rapid execution of the works, un-
pre occupied with the complexion of his sculpture, but rather 
its forcefulness. 
In addition, two other factors speak in favor of their 
b e ing sculpted by Berruguete alone. The central lunette, 
The Last Judgement, measures thirty-three inches in diame-
ter. The other two lunettes are each nineteen and a half 
inches in diameter. It is my opinion that Berruguete 
would not employ the assistance of another artist for 
works of such small size. The second factor has to do 
with the location of the lunettes. They comprise the part 
of the decoration for the Archbishop's choir stall, which 
is nearest to the Archbishop's seat. Although they are 
difficult to see and remain out of view for the most part, 
they occupy the most important position of the entire work, 
of which The Transfiguration and the lateral relie fs are a 
part. Their prestigious position makes it likely that 
Berruguete would have been the artist to carve them. 
CHAPTER III 
ICONOGRAPHY 
To begin my discussion of the iconography of the indi-
vid ual lunettes and their interrelations, I will first 
analyze The Last Judgement. Here we have three centers of 
activity which form a pyramidal composition. On the left 
side we see the Blessed rising up from the wavy ground of 
the earth. There are two completely emerged figures, two 
seated boosting themselves up, and one smaller figure in a 
kneeling position. The profile face of one other figure 
can be seen from behind this last kneeling figure. All of 
the Saved look towards the Damned who ride in the boat of 
Charon and fill the right hand side of the lunette. The 
Damned are many and outnumber the Saved. They are the nude 
figures of men, women, and children represented in seated, 
standing and tumbling positions. Each bears an expression 
of grief and torment. Some reach out their arms in desper -
ation. Others open their mouths to form an unheard wail. 
Some stare blankly in disbelief. 
These two groups of the Saved and the Damned divide the 
composition roughly in half. Above them, in the middle o f 
the lunette, the figures of Christ and Mary are seated in 
profile on a swirl of clouds from which the heads of sera-
phim peep out. Berruguete uses the ancient Deesis theme: 
Mary holds her hands in prayer and pleads for merch for man-
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kind. 
Berruguete's interpretation of this theme is unusual, 
as will be seen by comparing it to the Spanish and Italian 
ex (1) 
amples whi'ch follow. Beginning with the anonymous late 
Fifteenth Century Catalan Retable of Saint John the Evan-
gelist in the church of Palau-del-Vidre, France, we note 
that trumpeting angels and demons who there push the Damned 
into th e jaws of the monsters of hell are missing in Berru-
guete's work, as is the Archangel Michael who is weighing 
souls. In the Saint John Retable, there is a Deesis group, 
but · in this ·· · case and almost without exception, the Deesis 
consists of a central Christ figure with Mary on his left 
is right. The Sixteenth century Catalan Re-and John on h' 
table of Saint James, Iglesia Parroqiual, Centellas, in-
cludes a portrayal of the Last Judgement with a Deesis 
the upper portion of the panel. Below we see souls group in 
emerg· ing from the ground as in Berruguete's works; however, 
ain we have an archangel who pushes the Damned into here ag . 
the f lames of hell 
Stillian T . riptych 
lar. 
on the left. 
The sixteenth century ca-
1 1·s very simi-in the cathedral of Pamp ona 
Here we see 
above . 'Michael the emerging saved on the Archangel below, 
the right The sixteenth 
again the three-figured Deesis group 
and the demons of hell on the left. 
Century 1 f the 
retable by Juan de Zamora in the Chape 
0 
Blessed Sacrament 
. , 
eJ.ther side of the Deesis group. 
P
ortrays angels on 
Colegiata, Osuna, 
To the left we have the 
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archite cture o f the City of God with the Saved. On the 
right the Damne d are s een in the mouth of a hellish d emon. 
I n Fernando Yane z d e la Almedina's work, Cole giata Jativa, 
the Deesis group is flank e d on e ithe r side by a row of 
saints . Be low this more classical sce n e , the Archange l Mi-
c h ae l is holding a scale whil e a ngels b low the Judgement 
Day ho r n. To the l e ft the Saved emerge from a rocky land-
scape while the Damned are licked by the flames of he ll on 
t h e right. 
The La st Judgement seems to have been a favorite topic 
o f the Vale ncian School. The Christ figure of the Deesis 
group of the Fourte enth Century Doomsday Retable, of the 
, . 
Ermita d e San Bartolome, Villahermosa, shows us the scars 
o n hi s palms. Two angels on e ithe r side of the very large 
Christ figure carry the instruments of the Passion. In 
a nothe r pane l of this retable we see the motif of the dis-
pute b e twe en the angels and demons. The Saved emerge from 
t h e ir coffins with the assistance of the angels, while a 
demon tri e s to pull them away and into h e ll. Christ is 
frame d by a mandorla in the Deesis group of the Retable of 
Bonifacio Ferrer from the Carthusian Monastery of Portaceli. 
Thi s work is now in the Provincial Museum of Valencia. He r e 
aga in, Christ is framed by four angels carrying the instru-
me n t s of the Passion. 
are b l owing trumpets . 
Below the De esis group four ange ls 
This sce n e of The Last Judgement, 
lik e Be rrugue t e 's, excludes the demons and the representa -
tion of hell e x emplary of the other Spanish works. The 
Saved emerge from holes in the ground, looking up towards 
heaven. Christ holds his palms up revealing his scars in 
the Dee sis group of an early Sixteenth Century altarpiece 
from the Iglesia Parroquival, in Nules. Below the Deesis 
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group a row of saints on the left and right kneel in prayer. 
In between this bilateral grouping of saints, the Saved 
pass through with the angels. Below, to the left, other 
angels lift the Saved up from Purgatory to Heaven. On the 
right we have a gruesome display of the Damned being pushed 
down into hell by spear-bearing angels. Other lost souls 
are being pushed into a cauldron by demons who wield pitch-
forks. 
Another Sixteenth Century Valencian retable from the Igle-
I' 
sia Parroquial at Castellon de la Plana, portrays Christ re-
his palms in .. v e aling the scars on a Deesis group. Again is 
a row of saints on either side of this group, and below 
e ach row is an angel with a trumpet. A cross and a column 
a r e placed below the figure of Christ to remind us of his 
Passion. Below these t wo instruments we see Saint Michael 
with his sword pushing the Damned into hell. To the left of 
Saint Michael, angels assist the Saved in their ascension to 
heaven. To the right, demons stand watch over the boiling 
cauldron of hell which is inhabited with the Damned who hold 
scrolls upon which are written their sins. Except for the 
a bsence of Saint Michael and the column, a similar repre-
.... 
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sentation of the Last Judgement by Cortes de Arenso is seen 
at the same church. Here, however, Saint Michael and the 
pillar are missing and the Damned are being thrown from a 
rocky ledge into the flames of hell, where we see a cauldron 
h e ld b e twe e n the jaws of a monster. In this mouth of hell 
th e Damned again have scrolls next to them which name their 
s ins. 
Three early Sixteenth Century representations of the Last 
Judge me nt by the Master of the Artes Retable can be seen in 
the Museo Provincial de Pinturas in Valencia. The first 
portrays a Deesis group with Christ in a mandorla surrounded 
b y a ring of angels. Christ's feet rest on a globe and his 
palms are raised to show his scars. A row of saints kneel 
with their hands in prayer on either side of the Deesis. Be -
low the Deesis is Saint Michael accompanied by trumpeting 
a ng e ls on either side. The Saved are in a row on the left. 
The Damned and the monsters of hell inhabit a rocky land-
scape on the right. The other works by this master show 
Christ in a mandorla surrounded with groups of two or three 
angels and saints. Below we see a cross and angels with 
trumpets. The second work has the same scene below, except 
for the absence of Saint Michael. In the third work angels 
stand with the Saved on the left. In the center other 
s ouls are rising from the grave. On the right winged black 
d e vils are dragging the Damned into the fires of hell. Fur-
t h e r down, devils make a sport of catching sinners with 
large hooks, as they struggle in stagnant waters. 
/ 
It is affirmed by Jusepe Martinez that upon his return 
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. . / from Italy, "Berruguete res1d10 en la capital de Aragon mas 
( 2) 
d e ano y media." He was obviously not influenced by a typi-
cal Sixteenth Century work which he could have seen in the 
Church of Santa Maria Magdalena in Tarragona. Here we see 
a figure of Christ flanked on either side by a row of saints. 
Below the figure of Christ in the center of the composition, 
Saint Michael wields his sword. Below and to the left are 
a group of figures representing the Saved. To the right 
the demons of hell preside over the Damned. 
Going north from Valencia, we find the fresco The Last 
Judgement by Dello Delli in the Old Cathedral in Salamanca. 
( 3) 
This work was contracted in 1445. Here an angry Christ 
raises his right hand in a gesture signifying damnation. Six 
angels ring around him and carry the instruments of the Pas-
sion. Mary is on his right and John is on his left again 
to form a Deesis group. Two angels blow trumpets below the 
Deesis . On the bottom left are four rows of the Saved. In 
the middle the dead rise from their coffins. On the right 
the Damned cringe as they walk into the mouth of hell. 
The final two representations of the Last Judgement in 
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Spain which I will discuss are in the Toledo Cathedral along 
with Be rruguete 's. The first is the Retable Mayor, 1500-04, 
/ by the sculptor Copin of Holland. The Deesis group here 
portrays Christ enthroned to judge the dead who rise from 
t h e ir tombs, while the Virgin and Saint John kneel to inte r-
c e d e . This work is more extraordinary for the nude forms 
of the dead than for the chief participants. Those to be 
judge d are half-figures which are remarkable for the bold 
t r e atme nt of the ir nude bodies and their detailed muscula -
ture in contorted positions. The three figures of the 
De esis are natural and noble. They display a serene compo-
s ure in both their faces and figures. Their heavy garments 
rest in a realistic fashion . Christ raise s both of his hands. 
His feet rest on a globe. Mary, on his right, stands on a 
cloud and holds her hands together in prayer. Saint John 
we ars a sheepskin. One knee is on a cloud and his hands 
a r e also in prayer. In each upper corner the half figure 
of an angel blows a trumpet. There are four half figures 
b e low. Two wome n on the right look up and pray . One man 
o n t h e l ef t e me rges from the e arth in a twisted f earf ul pose 
a s he reaches his body around to look up. The other man 
e me rges from the earth with both hands on his head to dis-
p l ay his b e wilderme nt. Although twisted and contorted poses 
a r e present , as in Berruguete's The Last Judgemen t, the 
fee ling which prevails is one of classical calm and seren-
i ty . 
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The final Spanish representation of the Last Judgement 1 
will discuss is a fresco by Juan de Borgona. He worked on 
it from 1508-11 in the Sala Capitular in the Toledo Cathe-
dral. Once again we have a representation of the · Deesis 
group prevalent in Spanish art. Borgona portrays Christ 
over a rainbow and a globe. His arms are raised and his 
p alms are turned towards us. Mary and John are accompanied 
by a row of apostles and angels. Below Christ we see a 
cross framed by the familiar trumpeting angels. On the left 
there is a row of nude figures with their hands in prayer 
who represent the Saved. Below this row are others of the 
Saved emerging from holes in the ground. On the lower right 
is the nude multitude of the Damned. There are a few fig-
ure s on the far right within the fiery mouth of hell. Their 
sins are shown by six monsters who carry scrolls in their 
mouths or claws upon which six of the Seven Deadly Sins are 
inscribed in Castilian. ,-/ Borgona personifies their sins with 
the activity of several mortals in the foreground. 
The only iconographic similarity Berruguete's interpreta-
tion of the Last Judgement shares with any of these Spanish 
works is his portrayal of the Saved rising from the earth. 
His Deesis group lacks the figure of Saint John we have seen 
in all of them. The prevalent subjects of bands of angels 
and the participation of Saint Michael the Archangel are 
abandoned by Berruguete. The traditional interpretation of 
hell as a place peopled with devils and demons who torture 
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the Damn e d a nd pus h the m into the f i e r y pits, boiling c aul-
dron s a nd monste rs' mouths i s sacrif i ced by Be rrugue t e f or 
t h e portrayal of the boat of Charon. The boat of Charon is 
part of the Italian repre s e nta tions of the La st Judgement. 
These works must h a v e influe nced Be rruguete , along with 
t h e lite r a r y s ource o f Dante 's writing s. 
Siente nue stro escultor honda pre dile cci t n por 
lo s ver sos d e Dante y conse rva amorosamente una 
rara e dicion flor entina d e La Divina comedia, 
q u e fue impre sa en vida poe ta. Cuando algun 
pasaj e del Infierno l e detiene e n su lectura 
d ,, .,,,. . tra za apre sura amente unas l1neas esquemat1cas 
pa r a r e coge r las imagenes que le ha sugerido 
e l exc e lso florentino. (4) 
Whe n we look at Berruguete 's figure s, they s eem to re-
f l e ct Da nte 's philosophy of art, which he thought should b e 
a dire ct translation of the movements of the soul. Be rru-
g u e t e 's figures which ride in Ch aron's boat seem a visual 
t r a n s l a tion of the f ee ling e x pre ssed by Dante in thes e words: 
Meanwhile, those spirits, faint a nd naked, 
colour cha ng e d, and gnashe d their t e eth, 
s oon as the crue l words they he ard . God 
and the ir parents they ·blasph eme d, the 
human kind, the place, the time and seed 
that did e ngender them and give them birth. 
The n all together sore ly wailing drew to the 
curse d stand that e very man must pass who 
f e ars not God ... Charon, d emonic form. With 
eye s burning coal, collects them all, be ckon-
ing, and each that linge rs, with his oar 
s trike s. As fall off the light autumnal 
l e ave s, one still anothe r following, til the 
bough stre ws all its honors on the e arth be -
n e ath. (5 ) 
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The last lines of the Canto describe the scene from Dante 
that Michelangelo chose to portray in his representation 
of the Last Judgement. Michelangelo's hell is not a place 
where Satan presides over a hive of sinners, as it is in 
the previously mentioned Last Judgement scenes. The sul-
phur pits and pitch forks have vanished. Instead his hell 
is a mass of writhing nudes whom Charon is flailing out of 
his boat onto a dun-colored shore where they stumble in 
despair. Berruguete had returned to Spain before this work 
was begun and therefore it is conjectured that he could not 
have been influenced by its iconography. The notable scho-
lar G6mez-Moreno writes concerning the influences on Berru-
guete's representation of The Last Judgement: 
Su principal escena el Jucio final, tuvo gran 
/ . 
acog1da en el arte, ya llenando portadas got1cas 
. / .,, ya en pinturas murales, y aqu1 las ten1amos en 
Leo'n, Salamanca y la misma Toledo: ni ellas ni 
las rnagnificas de Italia, aun contando la de Mi-
quela'ngel posterior a su vuelta de alla, fueron 
mirados por Berruguete al componer esta . (6) 
It is true that Berruguete did not see Michelangelo's work 
on the wall of the Sistine Chapel, but engravings were made 
of The Last Judgement, and certainly these engravings were 
circulated in Spain. Adam Bartsch documents these engrav-
ings: one was done by the Sixteenth Century Italian artist 
( 7) 
Martin Rota. Two other engravings which Bartsch documents 
as representing Michelangelo's The Last Judgement are by the 
Sixteenth Century Fontaineb l ea u artist Dome nico del Barbiere . 
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Bartsch wri t es that one of d e l Ba r bi e r e ' s works represented 
"la groupe d e p lusie urs Saints , tire' du jugement universe l 
peint par Miche lange dans la chapelle Sixtine . On r emarque 
e n b a s St Barthel~me t e nant de la main gauche un coupere t, 
( 8) 
e t d e la droite une p e au d'homme ." 
The s e cond e ngraving r epresents "une autre groupe tir/ 
du j ugeme nt unive rse l p e int par Michelange. On y remarque 
a d roite quatre ange s portant la colonne, a la que lle l e 
/ / / 
sauveur a e te attache lors de sa flagellation, et v ers la 
/I ( 9) 
g auche un autre ange tenant un foret de la main droite." 
The artist, Ge orge Ghi s i, whose documented work appe ared 
f rom 1536-40, is also cited b y Bartsch as having engraved 
( 10) 
" l e jugeme nt universel peint par Michel-Ange." Nicolas 
Beatrize t's engraving of Michelangelo's The Last Judgement 
i s the most important because Bartsch tells us that it rep-
(11) 
r e s e nts the boat of Charon. The e ngravings bearing Bea-
t riz e t's stamp appear from 1540-62. 
Two other representations of the Last Judgement which 
include the boat of Charon were already a vailable for the 
a rtist ' s inspection while he was study ing painting in Italy . 
The first is the work in the Cappella Strozzi, of the Santa 
Mari a Nove lla Church in Florence. It was done by Nando di 
Cione , circa 1354. His representation of hell has won spe -
c i a l fame as a faithful illustration of Dante 's lines. In 
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di Cione 's r e prese ntation of the first division of he ll we 
see a standing figur e rowing a simple craft which r e sembles 
the boat in Be rruguete 's The Last Judgement. In his third 
division of hell the same boat is occupied by two figures. 
One nude man sits in the back of the boat. He hands his 
h ead down in d espair. The rowe r of the boat is portraye d 
b y di Cione as being a monste rish figure with wings, a tail 
a nd a snout-like mouth from which a fiendish tong ue e scapes. 
In Luca Signore lli's Last Judgement, 1500-04, in the Ca-
pella di Sa n Brizio in the Duomo at Orvieto, Charon plies 
hi s boat while in the background despairing souls follow a 
mock i ng demon who runs before them with a banner. In this 
c a s e Charon is represented as being an old man with long 
h a ir a nd a shaggy beard. He is wearing a ragged skirt-like 
garme nt. Although Signorelli portrays him as a winged f ig-
ure , h e lacks any other supernatural attributes which might 
ma k e him appear demonic, as does the figure of Charon in 
Na rdo di Cione's work. 
Be rruguete's portrayal of Charon rowing a boat filled 
with a circular configuration of nude bodies rocking the 
v e sse l with desperate rhythm, differs greatly from the d i 
Ci one and Signorelli works. Howe ver, their inclusion o f 
the boat of Charon makes them important iconographic source s 
fo r Be rruguete's The Last Judgement. Neither is Berr ugue t e ' s 
work ide ntical to that of Michelangelo, who paints Charon 
bra ndishing an oar, although the full load of pathe tic pas -
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s e nge rs which we see in each makes them similar. 
Also, like Michelangelo, Berruguete abandons the typi-
ca l representation of hierarchies exemplitied by the Spanish 
La st Judgements and those by Giotto, Fra Angelico and Fra 
Ba rtolomeo. The horizontal zones of enthroned apostles, 
saints with halos, angels with wings, and the Saved and the 
Damned of different social positions are absent from Berru-
gue t e 's work. Berruguete has eliminated the didactic 
sche mes of the hierarchies of angels, the heavenly tribunals, 
Sa int Michael holding the balance, and heavel and hell, from 
h is work. 
It is because of this important feature, the absence of 
Saint John from the Deesis group, and the presence of the 
boat of Charon as a figure for the punishment of the Damned, 
that Berruguete's iconography for this piece is unusual, if 
not unique. 
Berruguete turns to an Old Testament theme for the subject 
of the lunette on the right side of the Archbishop's choir 
stall, to depict one of the miraculous salvations of the 
chosen people: Moses and the Brazen Serpent. 
During the course of their wandering, the people 
of Israel came to the land of Edom. They were 
much discouraged because of the long and diffi-
cult way that they had traveled. There were mur-
murings against God and against Moses, and in 
punishment the Lord sent a scourge of fiery 
serpents that bit the people, so that many of 
them died. But Moses prayed for the people, 
and the Lord said: ... Make thee a fiery ser-
pent and set it upon a pole and it shall come 
to pass, that every one that is bitten, when 
he looketh upon it shall live. And Moses made 
a serpent of brass , and put it upon a pole, and 
it came to pass, that if a serpent had bitten 
any man, when he beheld the serpent of brass, 
he lived. (Numbers 21:8) 
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Berruguete's representation of this theme consists of two 
groups of people which practically fill the entire composi-
tion. The nude figures of those being attacked by serpents 
a nd fleeing from their venomous bite and the prostrate dead 
form a writhing triangular mass of tangled arms , legs and 
pain-wracked bodies. This group begins at the l eft side of 
the composition and ends almost at the opposite edge. Berru-
gue te reserves only a small space on the right for the five 
figures who receive salvation looking at the Brazen Serpent. 
These five figures consist of : an old man supporting a 
woman in a backbend; a serenely posed nude athletic youth; 
and the partial figures of two men in profile who raise their 
arms in prayer to the Brazen Serpent. The scene of punish-
me nt , which is played by fourteen figures in violent and con-
torted poses, overpowers the scene of salvation which Berru-
guete has relegated to a subordinate role. As in his in-
terpretation of the Last Judgement, Berruguete emphasizes 
the tragedy of the event and the anguish and peril of a 
transitory world. 
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In the central background, Be rruguete erects on a tiny 
mo und of earth a small column which ends abruptly without 
a capital. Around this piece of column he wraps the large 
body of the Braze n Serpent. The figure of Moses, which is 
t raditionally distinguished by either his pointing to the 
Braze n Se rpe nt, his role as a leader, or his proximity to 
t h e column , is not to b e found in Berruguete's work. This, 
together with Berruguete's emphasis on the punishment, not 
t h e salvation, makes this work iconographically exceptional. 
The only other work which is iconographically similar is 
Michelange lo's. In Michelangelo's representation of the Bra-
zen Se rpe nt , on one of the large spandrels of the Sistine 
Ceiling , we once again witness a tragedy which speaks of t he 
hop eless struggle of humanity. The emphasis is placed on 
the nude figures who struggle against the fiery serpents on 
t he right side of the composition. The few figures who wor-
s hip the Brazen Serpent are on the left side of Michelangelo's 
(12) 
work . Moses cannot be found among them. As in Berruguete's 
work , Miche lange lo r e legates the image of the Brazen Se r pen t 
to a relatively unimportant position in the background and 
with it the idea of salvation. 
The uniqueness of Berruguete's iconography can be s e en in 
the light of representations of the Brazen Serpent by artists 
o the r than Michelangelo. Let us first look at the work o f 
t h e F lore ntine a rtist Poggibonsi, which is in the Cathe d r al 
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of Vale ncia. I n 1 41 9 Po gg ibon s i s igne d a contract to carve 
(13) 
t we l ve a labas t e r re lie fs r epr e s e nting Old Te stament themes. 
I n his c arving o f the Bra zen Se rpe nt, Moses is e asily r ecog -
nized , port rayed with horns and pointing to a square pie r 
u pon whi ch the Braze n Se rpe nt r e sts in a horizontal position. 
Th e l e a d e r of the J e ws is flank e d b y figures standing in 
q ui e t c l as sica l pos e s as they look up at the Brazen Serpent. 
Thos e who cursed God and Mos e s a r e r e pre sented by only one 
f i g u r e . Poggibonsi places this sinne r at Moses' feet. 
J u s tus of Ghe nt portrays the theme of the Brazen Serpent 
i n o n e pan e l of a triptych he did for the Ghent Cathedral in 
1465 . The atta ck of the fi e ry s e rpents on the sinners is 
a bs e nt f rom this work. What we see is a calm group of ela-
bora t e l y dre sse d figures who look up at Moses as he points 
with a rod to the Brazen Serpent. 
Pache r Frederick's Fif t eenth Century fresco in the Mus e o 
Diocesano, Bressanone , is anothe r traditional example of the 
Braz e n Se rpe nt theme . Here too, Mos e s is distinguished as 
the f i gure pointing to the serpe nt. One man stands nex t to 
Mos e s and two dead figures lie at his fe e t. On the left 
s ide of the fr e sco a small boy is attacke d by the s e rpe nts 
as t h ey fl y toward him. 
I n a Flore ntine e ngraving, circa 1480, (pl. 15), Mo s es is 
(14) 
rep r e s e nte d as h e is in Numbe rs 21:6-9. On the left side of 
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this Fifteenth Century engraving, we see an elaborate dra-
gon-like serpent perched on the top of a pole. Moses is 
the figure who raises his arms up to the Brazen Serpent. 
The Saved are elegantly dressed. They form a half circle 
around the pole. Some are looking up at the serpent perched 
o n the pole and others look at the figure of Moses. On the 
right the Damned are fighting off the attack of the fiery 
serpents. 
In 1483, Bartolomeo Bellano worked on ten biblical re-
liefs in bronze for the choir screen of the Church of San 
Antonio in Padua. In the foreground of the scene of the 
Brazen Serpent we see a doric column. Moses in a long robe 
stands to the right of this column, pointing to the Brazen 
Serpent on the capital. The Saved around Moses gaze at the 
serpent. On the opposite side a congregation randomly gaze 
upward. In the corners of the foreground are mourning fig-
ures standing over the bodies of the dead, in poses expres-
sive of their sorrow. 
In the background we see tents and trees in a mountainous 
l a ndscape. Fleeing figures, men on horseback and animals 
run to escape the deadly bite of the fiery serpents which 
dart through the air. Bellano's emphasis, like that of the 
oth er works I have mentioned, is on the healing, which t a kes 
place in the foreground. 
Berruguete's work does not follow the traditional icono-
3 8 
graphy for the Brazen Serpen t theme . His iconography is 
li k e t h at of Mi che l a n ge lo' s work which has been r epeatedly 
cite d for its originality . We know that Michelangelo's 
work , don e in the Sistine Chapel, was reveale d while Berru-
g u e t e was in Ita l y . A multitude of young artists made draw-
in g s f rom i t. The iconographic similarity of Berruguete 's 
lun e tt e to Mi chela nge lo's work strongly implies Berrugue t e 's 
know l e dge o f the Braze n Serpent spandr el. His acquaintanc e 
with Buonarroti's genius in the Sistine Ce iling is demon-
s tra t e d b y the authenticate d dra wings belonging to the Aca-
d e my of Sa int Fe rdinand in Madrid. One of the drawings is 
Ber rug u e t e 's s tudy of Michelangelo's figure of Haman as it 
(15) 
a ppe a r ed in a Sistine Ceiling spandrel. Therefore, we can 
s a y t h a t Be rruguete 's study of Miche langelo's Sistine Ceiling 
a ccount s for the similarly exc e ptional iconography in both 
a rtists ' r e pre sentations of the Brazen Serpent. 
The lune tte which adorns the left side of the Archbishop's 
c h o ir s tall is r e corded in the appraisals made of Be rrugue t e 's 
work , as r e pre s e nting the Crossing of the Red Sea. The ap-
praisals b e gan on April 7, 1548. Jeronimo Quijano was named 
/ to repr esent the Cathedral and Juan de Jun1 r e pre sented Ber-
r u g u e t e in these proceedings. Both men agre ed on the icono-
g raph y o f the lunettes and recorded that: 
l as tre s y storias que tie n e hechas e l dicho 
Al o nso d e Be rruguete d e made ra d e nogal que 
pasaron e l mar b e rme jo e l pue blo de yrrael y 
l as otra historia de la s e rpie nte que puso 
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(16) 
moysen e n e l palo. 
However, they disagreed on the monetary value of the 
works a nd a third party was called in by Cardinal Siliceo. 
Pedro Machuca was name d to make a third and final apprai-
sa l of the works. In his appraisal we see that: 
las Ystorias de madera de nogal la una juzio 
la otra del pueblo de yrrael que paso el mar 
bermejo y la otra de la serpiente que mostro 
moy sen vale y merece dos mil y ochocientos 
ducados. (17) 
The appraisals of Juan de Jun{ and Jeronimo Quijano re-
q u es t e d that the lunettes be polished and touched up with 
go ld a nd silver leaf. 
Las quales tres ystorias han de ser dadas de 
blanco y bronido y rretocadas de plata y oro 
molido a costa del dicho Alonso de Berruguete. (18) 
Be rruguete did not portray the event of the Crossing of 
the Red Sea. The last lunette portrays a scene of twenty-
one people running, crawling, swimming and riding in the 
waves of a rising body of water. We see them as a homogenous 
group. Berruguete does not distinguish Israelites from Egyp-
tians by their garb or position. Nor are any distinct groups 
fo rme d by the compositional arrangement of the figures as in 
The Last Judgement and The Brazen Serpent lunettes. 
Caught in the high waves on the left side of the r e lief 
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a r e two figures on horseback. That they represent Pharoh's 
a rmy is doubtful since they are an integral part of the 
t hrong of people portrayed here as struggling against the 
risi ng water . They are not dressed or armed for battle, 
nor do they bear any other trademarks which would distin-
g uish them as soldiers. In low relief in the distance one 
figure moves towards these riders as he struggles in the 
waves . Would not this person flee from his enslavers rather 
than move toward them if this scene represented the Crossing 
of the Red Sea? The muscular bodies of two nudes are seen 
in the foreground, as they make an attempt to swim to safe-
ty. Underneath them two other men are gasping for breath 
as they are about to go under the waves. Conversely, the 
Cross ing of the Red Sea is depicted with the waters parted 
to permit the Jews to walk freely, on dry ground, to their 
safety. (Exodus 15:19) 
In the middle of the composition we see a fallen nude 
t r y ing to boost himself up to escape the onrushing waves. 
Be hind him a huge muscular male nude carries an infant on 
his shoulders. Running before these two figures is a nude 
female figure who turns to see the high waves and the drown-
ing people behind her . In front of her are four smaller 
figures who run alongside two asses with their possessions 
s trapped to their backs. Berruguete seems to suggest that 
they are a family as he groups them tightly together . He 
spar e s n ei ther the aged nor the young from the tragedy h e 
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creat e s . The f i g ure s of a n o ld b e arde d man and a young child 
a r e the las t to b e portrayed a s they cra wl on their hands and 
knees amongst the treacherous wa v e s. These two figures of 
a g e and youth s ymboliz e all of humanity which is being e n-
g u lfe d by t h e wate rs. It is v isually impossible to see this 
work as a r e p re s e ntation of the Crossing of the Red Sea when 
we l ook a t the tra ditional iconog raphy for this Old Testa-
me n t the me . The Crossing of the Red Sea occurs during the 
e xodu s o f the Israe lite s from the land of Egypt. 
The army of the Egyptians came upon the Israel-
ite s on the shore of the Red Sea. An d Moses 
s tre tche d out his hand ove r the sea ; and the 
Lo rd cause d the sea to go back by a strong east 
wind all that night, and made the sea dry land, 
a nd the wa t e rs we re divided. And the childre n 
o f Israel went into the midst of the sea upon 
dry ground; and the waters were a wall unto them 
o n the right hand and on their left. (Exodus 14 : 21-2) 
Wh e n the army of Phara oh , still in pursuit, trie d to follow 
the Israelite s across the Red Se a, Mos e s again stre tche d out 
h is h and ove r the s ea , 
And the waters returned, and cove r e d the chari-
ots and horsemen, and all the host of Pharaoh, 
that came into the sea after them; there re-
ma ined not so much as one of them. (Exodus 14:28) 
Th e conve ntional iconography for this event was s e t down 
i n early Christian a r t. A Vatican sarcophagus from this 
pe r i o d typically shows Pharaoh's horsemen subme r ged on the 
(1 9 ) 
l e ft s ide of the work. The Israe lite s sta nd on dry gro und 
o n the right side . Mos e s is identified as the figure who 
d ire c ts the wat 2rs vith hi s rod. 
ued f o r centuries. 
This convention contin-
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Be lbe llo d e Pavia's miniature in the National Library, 
Flore nce , which b e longs to the first years of the Fifteenth 
(2 0 ) 
Century , portrays Moses on dry ground with his rod upheld. 
The J e ws are shown calmly walking with their belongings. Be-
hind t h e m the sea's waves roll back and engulf Pharaoh's 
a rmy . The scattered bodies of Pharaoh's soldiers distin-
guishe d by their uniforms and chariots, are seen amongst the 
wa v es . 
Be nozzo Gozzoli's fresco, The Crossing of the Red Sea, 
Campo Santo, Pisa, is almost completely destroyed. However, 
t h e parts which remain bear witness to Gozzoli's tradition-
a l iconography as described by Urbain Megin as follows: 
On distingue encore quelques t~tes des hommes 
et des chevaux que se noient. Sur le rivage 
apr~s avoir traverse la mer~ pied sec on se 
r e pose et on vend graces a Dieu. Une femme 
donne le sein a son enfant; Moise improvis l 
d e s sources. (21) 
In 1482, Piero di Cosimo painted his fresco of this theme 
o n the left wall of the Sistine Chapel. He also portrayed the 
I s raelites standing quietly with their belongings on dry 
g round. Moses holds his rod as he stands with them. Strug-
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gling in the waters of the Red Sea are the soldiers of Pha-
raoh's army and their chariots. Dressed in armor, they 
carry spears, swords and lances. This is one representa-
tion Berruguete must have been familiar with, which shows 
the importance of the representation of the Egyptians as 
identifiable by military garb. 
Bartolommeo Bellano's bronze relief of 1483 in the Church 
of San Antonio, Padua, is another work which Berruguete would 
h a ve known as a result of his time and study in Italy. How-
ever, Berruguete's lunette does not indicate this. Bellano 
portrays Pharaoh's horsemen riding into the waters of the 
Red Sea . Eleve n riders on horseback are drowning in the 
wave s. Many other foot soldiers are shown drowning in the 
sea . Legs and arms of numerous others, swept under the 
waves, stick out of the water. Bellano has represented 
t h e se soldiers in the uniform of Pharoah's army. Moses 
stands on the land on the right side of the relief. His arm 
is outstretched over the waters. Some of the Israelites 
stand with Moses and watch the army being engulfed in the 
sea at Moses' signal. Others pick up their belongings, rush 
with their children and flee towards the back of the land-
s cape to escape the awful sight of the drowning army. This 
representation is missing in the Spanish relief. 
Raphael's The Crossing of the Red Sea, in the Loggi, also did 
not influence Berruguete's iconography. On the left side of 
Raphae l's composition are Pharaoh's horsemen. Towards the 
middle of the composition the rolling waves of the Red Sea 
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drown two prominent riders. On the right, Moses accompanied 
b y the Israelites stands with his arm raised to signal the 
sea to close. In the background Raphael has painted the 
p illar of fire which led the Israelites through the wilder-
n e ss. 
In Titian's repr~sentation, the merciless sea waters fill 
most of the composition. Pharaoh's men, equipped with their 
s hi e lds, banners, lances and horses are shown drowning. The 
dry land upon which the Israelites stand appears in a small 
are a on the right side of the composition. Moses is recog-
niz e d as a figure holding out a rod towards the sea. 
Be rruguete version all figures are anonymous. 
In the 
The later Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century representa-
tions of this theme are more elaborate, but follow the tra-
ditional iconography . The works of Donato Tempestino , Este-
ban March and Jacopo Palma il Giovane are cited here as ex-
amples of the elaboration of the regalia of Pharaoh's army 
and the activity of the Israelites who here pray, read and 
fe e d their children while their enemy meets death at the 
(_2 2) 
bottom of the sea. 
Once having studied the traditional iconography for the 
Crossing of the Red Sea, it becomes obvious that Berruguete 's 
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th' ird lunette does not illustrate this theme. If Berruguete 
Was co . mmissioned t h o sculpt this theme, he either ignored t e 
st· ipulations f 0 his contract or carved this lunette in an am-
b' iguous enough manner so that it could be accepted as such. 
Berruguete depicts an entirely different event In reality 
Which serves t o make the iconographic cycle of the three 
lunettes meaningful. 
That th' is lunette has been accepted by appraisers and art 
a ike as The crossing of the Red sea, does not histor· ians 1 , 
argument that it is in actuality a portrayal of Weaken the 
The Flood. Certainly Berruguete was not the only mannerist 
artist t 0 create a work which bears the title The crossin_g_ 
-----=--::.:::: but recalls the theme of The Flood. For in-
~e Red sPri, 
' Bronzino's fresco in the Palazzo Vecchio, also en-stance 
titled The Crossing 
of the Red sea, vividly recalls Michel-
angelo's Deluge, as intended. 
This it was the kind of quotation that lent author-
ha~dto the learned Maniera style. On the other 
0 
' none of Michelangelo's poses are exactlY, 
t~a:ven approximately repe ated. Bronzino shows 
a M" he can vary the vocabulary and improvise on 
ab ichelangelesque theme. He tosses figures 
Wi~~t with some abandon in the rising sea, al~ngh 
he · the floating baggage of Pharaoh's armY w ic (Z)I piles impressively along the foreground plane. 
In B to the 
b erruguete's case, the primary reference is 
.:load , since there i·n common with other represen-
tat· is little ions of th and most in common 
e Crossing of the Red sea, 
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with previous p o rtraya l s o f the F lood. 
It must have bee n with Miche langelo's work in mind t ha t 
Be r r u g u ete turne d to the the me of the Flood to comp lete 
the only iconogra phic p rog ram that the three lunettes can 
r epr esent. Whe n the third lune tte is r e interprete d as the 
F l o od, the group may be s e en to r e present the three e ras: 
a nte l e g e , sub l e g e and sub gratia. This was the same the -
mat ic program Michelangelo sought to comple te with his Sis-
tin e Ce iling f r e scoes of the Life of Noah. The eras sub 
l ege a nd sub gratia were repres e nted by the frescoes of the 
Hi story of Moses on the l e ft wall and the Life of Christ on 
t h e rig ht wall of the Sistine Chapel. The frescoe s were on 
v i e w a t the time of Be rrugue te's visit to Rome . The work 
of Miche lange lo has demonstrate d influence on the iconography 
of The Last Judgement and The Brazen Serpent lunettes . Ber-
r ug u e t e had Michelange lo in mind when he represente d the 
Flo od. This with his other two works created the same icono-
g r a phic program as in the Sistine Chapel when Berruguete was 
i n Rome . This must have inspire d Berruguete to create his 
mini a ture of the Sistine Chapel c ycle. It is not surprising 
t h a t the lunettes are among Berruguete's most outstanding 
works since they pay tribute to Michelangelo who a i ded Ber-
rug u e t e as a young student and served as his outstanding 
s ource of inspiration throughout his career. 
Be rrugue te portrays the mood a nd feeling traditionally 
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e xpressed in the F l ood theme : the despe rate people of the 
e ar th strugg l e t o s ave themse l ves from the ir d e stiny . He 
focuses only on the dramati zation of the human element. As 
his cus t om, h e inte nsifie s the mood and expression of the 
figures , s o a s to reve al t h e d r ama of the e vent. 
The abse nce o f the Ark is possibly a disturbing factor 
to t hos e who are accustome d to its appearance in the portray -
a l of the Flood, as is trad i tional in early repres entations 
of t his the me . Uccello's famous work in the Chiostro Verde , 
Santa Ma r i a Nove lla, Flore nce , 1445-47, presents two views 
of the Ark. Ucce llo s e ems to emphasize the redemption of 
man b y giving us this d ouble image. 
The r e is no borde r dividing the episode s, the 
f igure s in one scene tend to overlap those in 
the othe r. On the left side the Ark is afloat, 
bes e t by thunder, lightning, wind and rain. A 
bolt of lightning strikes near the point to 
which the perspective of the sloping flank of 
the Ark rapidly vanishes, casting on the flank-
ing shadows of the tree being blown away by a 
little wind-God hurtling through the air past 
the Ark. Doomed humans lay hopeless sie g e to 
the floating fortress, one brandishing a sword 
as h e ride s a swimming horse, another threaten-
i ng him with a club, a third clutching at the 
Ark with his fing e rs. Others attempt to stay 
a f loat on wr eckage or in barrels. On the right 
side the Ark has come to rest, and from its 
window l e ans Noah, to whom is returning the 
dove s e nt forth to discover dry land. (24) 
Ucce llo's work, which powerfully illustrated the intensi ty 
of the trage d y of the Flood, influenced the work o f an a non -
ymous Florentine master who made an engraving o f the theme 
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circa 148 0 (p l.1 6 ). I n t h i s r e pre sentation, the Ark is half 
upse t as f igures clamber on the outside of i t to save them-
s e l ves . Othe r f i gure s are portrayed huddling on the tops 
of mo untains. Th e artist i nclude s animals as a means of 
e s cape . He r e , a s in Ucc e llo's and Berrugue te's work, two 
rid e rs on horseb a ck appe ar in the waves on the left side of 
t h e composition. 
As we trace the iconogra phic d e velopment of the Flood, 
we note that the Ark become s relegated to an unimportant 
p l a c e in the composition, as it is pushed further and fur-
the r i nto the background. Of particular significance is 
t h e po s ition of the Ark in Michelangelo's The Flood, which 
wa s the first pane l he was to work on in the Sistine Chape l 
i n 1508 . There is no doubt that Michelangelo intended to 
g ive a n e w interpretation to this biblical theme , by empha-
s i z ing man ' s cruel fate. To do this, he deviated from earlier 
i conogra phic tradition. In his work the Ark is represente d 
as floating off in the distance . In this way he only hints 
a t ma n ' s redemption instead of emphasizing it, as Uccello 
did with his double vie w of the Ark in the foreground of his 
c omposition . 
The ide a of putting the Ark in the background was taken 
ove r in later paintings of the Flood. We s e e this in Rapha -
e l ' s fr e sco , in the Loggie. In the foreground three main 
f i gure s t e ll the drama of the eve nt . On the left a rider 
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on a horse makes his way through the waves, as do the riders 
in Berruguete 's work. The middle figure in Raphael's fore-
ground is seen supporting the body of his wife. The figure 
on the right carries his children to the safety of the pla-
teau. In the distant background we can see the Ark. 
In Baldassare Peruzzi's fresco of the Flood (pl.17) in 
the Cappella Ponzetti of the Santa Maria della Pace Church, 
Rome, the Ark is a solitary image already far off in the 
distance. Peruzzi does not represent any figures clinging 
to it, which would emphasize its power of salvation. In 
this work as well the dominant action is in the foreground. 
On the left a group of people row a boat to the safety of a 
small plateau. A horse also swims through the water to this 
plateau , where a group of figures huddle together. 
In an anonymous Sixteenth Century engraving, (pl. 18) the 
Ar k , which was once a mighty structure, now resembles a 
tiny rowboat. It is placed by itself in the distance, de-
serted of figures. The traditional iconographic significance 
of the Ark is now conveyed by the foreground scene of people 
seeking and finding safety on a piece of high ground. 
Berruguete carries this progression to its completion and 
l e aves out the Ark entirely in his representation of the 
Flood. By doing this, the idea of man's cruel f ate, which 
Michelange lo stressed, is reinforced by Berruguete . As Ber-
ruguete abandons the Ark, he abandons the idea of salvation 
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a nd r e d e mption for mankind. Exclusion of the vehicles of 
man's salvation is in keeping with the iconography of the 
first two lunettes, which represent a greater number of Sin-
n e rs than Saved, and a greater number of Israelites attacked 
by the fiery serpents than saved. The tortured and tor-
me nte d nude figures, which Berruguete focuses on in his 
three lunettes, symbolize his pessimistic attitude toward 
the fate of mankind. 
The argume nt for the interpretation of the Flood as the 
subject of the last lunette is further supported by two 
other art historians, who refer to it as The Flood. 
In his book, Alonso Berruguete en Toledo, Juan Gaya Nuno 
refers to the lunette in question as El Diluvio Universal, 
despite the fact that the appraisals of the work, listed by 
him as a reference, refer to it as The Crossing of the Red 
Sea. 
Andreina Griseri is the second author to refer to Berru-
guete's lunette as Il Diluvio in her article, "Berruguete 
( 2 5) 
e Machuca". 
CHAPTER IV 
STYLISTIC SOURCES FOR THE LUNETTES 
To conclude, I will examine the visual sources Berru-
guete would have known and which appear to have influenced 
his creation of the three lunettes. Most of the works I 
will cite are ones which Berruguete would have had first 
hand knowledge of, as a result of his stay in Italy. The 
others are works he would have seen in Spain. 
Th e Greek and Roman works which can be pointed to as 
stylistic sources for Berruguete's three compositions speak 
of a y outhful artist's admiration of the antique. His early 
stay in Italy afforded him the opportunity to study the ex-
amp l es of antique art preserved there, and those being dis-
covered at the time. The antique-maniera relationship, 
which includes the specific use of antique poses and ges-
ture by Mannerist artists, can easily be established in the 
case of Berruguete's lunettes. 
(1) 
An ancient mosaic in the Piazza Armerina, Italy repre-
sents a scene of vanquished giants being attacked by ser-
pents. One of the giants is represented as shielding his 
eye from the serpents' attack. This motif was used by Ber-
ruguete in his representation of the Last Judgement. A 
seated nude figure in Charon's boat also covers his eye to 
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s hi e ld it from the inevitable p a ins of hell. Berruguete 
seems to quote the pos e of anothe r giant from this mosaic 
wi th the position of the fallen nude figure in the center 
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o f the Flood scene. Both this giant and Berruguete's fig-
ur e are kneeling, as they extend one arm out horizontally 
a nd raise it high above the shoulder line, in an effort to 
s top the oncoming disaster which faces them. Even the po-
sitioning of the fingers of the extended hand is the same. 
In both instances the thumb is separated from the other 
four digits. The shape of the hand is a chevron. Both 
f igure s turn their heads to the extreme left and are 
locked in profile. The figures face their respective ene-
mi e s in this postion. 
Berruguete's intense study of The Laocoon is recorded by 
Vasari, who tells us that the artist competed in making a 
r e production of this work. The impression this sculpture 
made upon Berruguete may have inspired him to carve the 
Brazen Serpent theme, which afforded him the opportunity 
to make a free paraphrase of this ancient group . Berru-
gue te does not make direct quotes from The Laocoon, but the 
overpowering emotionalism and the tortured convolutions 
which characterize his figures no doubt derived in part 
f rom his personal study of this work. 
The Belvedere Torso is another work which can be cited 
a s influencing the general body types seen in Berruguete's 
'/" 
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lunettes . This First Century B.C. Roman work has its hall-
mark in a t orsion and s p ira ling movement. The Herculean 
p roportions of the father, who carries his child on his 
s houlde rs in The Flood, r e call this antique work. Both 
f i g u re s have che sts rippled with muscles. The round 
k notty p rotrusions their muscles f orm at the sides are 
a l s o s hare d features. A back view of the famed torso re-
veal s the same strange ly formed shoulder blade we see in 
the Flood f igure and in the aged e rect nude in The Last 
J udgement . Th e Belvedere Torso seems to have set an ex-
a mple for Be rruguete , not only with torsion and contrap-
posto , but also in the emphatic anatomy of the large and 
compa ct muscular masses which are in action. 
Roman sarcophagi of the Second to the Fourth Centurie s 
a nticipate la maniera in many ways: the flattening o f 
f igure s ; ( the keeping of both shoulders en fac e ); the ac-
tio n in two dimensions; the isolation of principal figures 
a nd g roups of figures from each other; frequent emphasis 
o n a rms a nd legs a nd the system of linear compositions 
with its stress on diagonals in the pattern of figures 
a nd limbs ; a gitated movement; the lack of compositional 
( 2) 
f ocus ; and t he copiousne ss o f the f igure s. 
Be rrugue t e ' s work e xhibits these general characte ristics . 
We c a n look a t two specific sarcophagi which make this 
compari s on concre t e . Both sarcopha gi illus trate the h istory 
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of Orestes, which like the Laocoon, links them most vividly 
to the lunette in which Berruguete's figures are attacked 
b y fiery serpents. In The Sarcophagus of Orestes, in Saint 
John Lateran, Rome, (pl.19), the central episode is com-
posed of the massacred bodies of Aegisthus and Clytemnes-
tra. Their ferocious deaths are expressed through the 
poses in which their dead bodies lie. Aegisthus has been 
turned upside-down so that his huge body now balances on 
his head; Berruguete chooses this inverted pose for one of 
his dead figures in The Brazen Serpent. Clytemnestra is 
shown with her head thrown back; one of Berruguete's fig-
ures in The Brazen Serpent has his head in the same posi-
tion, as he throws his body back. 
The second sarcophagus comes from Husillos, Palencia 
{pl.20 ) and is now in the Museo Arqueologico, Madrid. 
Its composition is less crowded. The figures which appear 
are mostly in the same positions as in the first sarcopha-
gus. This is true of the poses of Aegisthus and Clytem-
nestra in particular. Berruguete's nude figure seated in 
profile while painfully struggling to release himself from 
the grave in The Last Judgement, recalls the first figure 
on the right of this sarcophagus. The pose of both figures 
originates in the - traditional River God. 
Looking at this sarcophagus in its broader and more 
meaningful sense, we can see how Berruguete's style was in-
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fluenced by its exaggerated poses; its use of rhetorical 
hand gestures and excited movement; its urgency of expres-
s ion; and the frantic rhythm which is carried across the 
work by the linking of the figures through their poses and 
ges tures. 
The one grotesque face appearing in a frontal position 
in Berruguete's boat of Charon seems to spring directly 
from the artist's experience of ancient sarcophagi. The 
same portrait appears on a sarcophagus which dates from 
( 3) 
250 A.D., now in the Torlonia Museum. 
Roman columns are also stylistic sources for the lunettes. 
The boat which occupies the bottom rung of Trajan's Column 
is very similar in shape to Berruguete's boat of Charon. 
On the column, the scenes of men riding horseback through 
bodies of water have also found a place in Berruguete's in-
terpretation of the Flood. 
The battle scene which decorates a marble urn in the 
( 4) 
Archaeological Museum, Florence, is another work which 
would have influenced Berruguete's involved compositions 
a nd vigorous attitudes. The painful terror of the fallen 
kneeling soldier of this urn, reminds one of the central 
figure in The Brazen Serpent lunette. 
The Brazen Serpent figure who bends over to support his 
companion around the waist recalls the traditional pose in 
which we f ind the figure s of Ajax and Patroclus in many 
Gr eek works. 
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It is on The Arch of Constantine that Berrugue te would 
h a v e studied the battle scenes which seem to have influ-
e nc e d his portrayal of the two figures who dive among the 
waters of The Flood. In the depiction of The Battle at 
Ponte Molle, Constantine's soldiers p ush their enemy off 
the bridge. One of the enemy is hunched over in the same 
diving position Berruguete has given to two of his figures . 
The swirls which serve to portray the waters of the Tiber 
a r e similar to Berruguete's Flood waters. The Arch of Con-
stantine also depicts the struggle of horse and rider in 
dangerous waters, which Berruguete uses in The Flood. 
Turning now to Italian sculpture of another age, we 
discover that the works of Donatello may have served as 
models for Berruguete. The same qualities found in Dona-
t e llo ' s sculpture such as dramatic force, psychological 
d e pth and r e volutionary boldne ss, are found in Berrugue t e 's 
lune ttes . Berruguete translates the frenzied movement of 
the angels which decorate the pulpit of the Prato Cathe-
dral, near Florence , 1433-38. Their complicated angular 
poses a nd gestures b ecome the frenzy the The Flood and The 
Brazen Serpent lunettes. The standing female nude of The 
Flood is as b e autiful and alive as Donatello's dancing 
a nge ls . She twists and turns in he r effort to escape t he 
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Flood . 
Donate llo's sculptural decoration of the Old Sacristy, 
San Lore nzo, Flore nce, can be pointed to as another source 
of i n spiration for Berruguete's work. It was here Berru-
g u e t e would have studied pictorial dynamics. The freedom 
of a ction and e xpre ssion which Donatello gives to his 
f i gure s, providing his narratives with dramatic intensity, 
culminates in The Escape of Saint John. Berruguete's de-
si r e to give his figures the force of flight, which Dona-
te llo b e stows on Saint John, can be seen in The Brazen 
Ser pent. Here two figures in the left background collide 
a nd bounce off each other with enough force to send their 
bodi e s through space. 
The style of Donatello's bronze doors in the Sacristy 
o f San Lorenzo, 1437-43, criticized by Filarete as lacking 
d e corum, would have inspired Berruguete. Filarete's state-
me nt, "If you have to do apostles, do not make them look 
( 5) 
like f e ncers, as Donatello did.", was borrowed from Alber-
ti, who was first to warn against the twisting of figures 
into incongruous poses to suggest movement and vivacity. 
Donate llo does exactly this in the San Lorenzo Sacristy 
works and Berruguete as well in the lunettes. Berruguete 
b e nds his figures to show front and back views at the same 
time , creating the turbulent movement present in Donate llo's 
work. The standing female of The Flood again speaks of 
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Donate llo, when we compare her to the figure in the last 
pane l on the l eft of The Martyrs Door. Donatello simul-
tan e ously moves the drapery and the body of this martyr , 
whose head is sharply turned to the right, though the body 
momentum is to the left. The figures in the third row of 
the right panel of The Apostle Door, which Filarete r e -
f e rred to as "fencers", exhibit urgent gestures and shout-
ing fa c e s. The figures which collide and those who raise 
their arms to pray in The Brazen Serpent do also. 
The lune ttes can be seen in the light of Donatello's work 
o n the high altar, in the Church of San Antonio, Padua, 1446-
5 0. Looking at the twelve angel panels, one course for the 
wild gestures which punctuate the lunettes becomes apparent. 
Dona t e llo ' s cymbalist is one angel among several who bursts 
the boundaries of the frame with wild gestures. The fear-
f ul expression of the angel is disquieting. The body moves 
i n many ways at one time, punctuating dance rhythms rather 
than musical sounds with the cymbal. A similar excitement 
burs t s the frame of The Brazen Serpent lunette as figures 
t hrow themselves into back breaking positions to escape 
death. 
The four reliefs on this altar which describe The Mir-
ac l e s of Saint Anthony , share with the lunettes the dynamic 
intensity of a surging crowd. The relief of The Iras cible 
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Son , has been criticized f or its conf usion and child-like 
representation. Its carving has been called hasty and dis-
jointed . Berruguet e 's work has been criticized for the 
same "offenses ". The agi tate d pose of the son, who writhes 
on the floor after h e has cut off his foot for having 
kicked his mother, is mindfu l of the victims of the fiery 
se r pents' bite. The impact of the event on the populace 
was Donate llo's artistic concern. He portrays the many 
differ e nt reactions of the people through their facial ex-
pressions, poses, movements, and drapery. The frantic 
gestur es o f Donatello's passionate crowd bind its members 
togeth e r in a fluid wave-like rhythm. Berruguete's ~u-
nettes also are animated by the reactions of the crowds he 
carv e s. 
The mass hysteria, which Donatello creates in his repre-
sentation of The Ass of Rimini, is intensified by the fig-
ure s he portrays lunging forward at either side of the 
priest , who presents the host to the kneeling ass. We have 
o nly to look at Berruguete's Flood for a re-enactment of 
t his gesture by the two nude figures in the left foreground. 
In Donatello's The Heart of the Miser, we again obse rve the 
urge ncy of the crowd lunging forward to observe a miracle. 
Be rruguete captures this sense of immediacy and incorpor-
ate s it into the group of figures rushing forward to be 
c ure d by the Brazen Serpent. 
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The r e is a un ifo r mly high p i t ch of intense grie f in the 
lune tte s which we a l so find in Donatello's limestone relie f 
c a rvi n g d on e i n 1 449, o f The Entombment. The raised and 
s h a r ply ex t e nded position of the figures' arms is a stan-
d ard Ma nneri s t motif which Donate llo us e s here and Berru-
gue t e e mp l oy s i n his lune tte s. The violent gestures of 
Donate llo's The Entombment equal those of the most agi-
tated g roups o f his Paduan panels and his later carvings 
on the b ronz e twin pulpits, 1460-70, in the San Lorenzo 
Ch urch, Flore nce . In Donate llo's The Deposition Berruguete 
would h a v e s een another arr ay of f igure s who wildly mourn 
i n a wkward pos i tions. The swooning figure of Dona tello's 
Th e De po s ition appe ars twice in The Brazen Serpent. The 
e the r o f d e ath which fills the figure of Christ in Donate l-
l o ' s The Re surre ction, permeates the figur e s which ride i n 
Be r rug u e t e 's boat of Charon. 
The exploration of human gestures by a contemporary of 
Donate llo also i nfluenced the style of Be rruguete's work. 
Th is a rtist was Uccello, whose portrayal of the Flood r e -
v e a l s in horror, the cataclysm which overwhelmed mankind. 
Ucce llo e xpre sses the emotions of the spirit through the 
mo veme nts of the bodies and faces of his figures. Ucc e l-
l o ' s work includes a motif of two swimmers with the ir a r ms 
e xtende d. As the se two figur e s e cho each other and form a 
pair, so do the two swimmers in the foreground of Berru-
g u e t e ' s The Flood. 
Le onardo, like Berruguete, was an artist for whom the 
theme of the Flood held significance and was an important 
part of his philosophy concerning mankind. Leonardo's 
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drawings of the Flood bear no influence on Berruguete's 
interpretation of this event, but there are others of his 
works in which are found stylistic sources for the lunettes. 
Le onardo was commissioned in 1481 to paint The Adoration 
of the Magi for a cloister outside of Florence. The work 
was n e ver comple ted, but in its unfinished state Berru-
guete could have s een what is regarded as an illustrated 
tre atise on the movements of horses. Here are to be found 
horses standing, walking, prancing, and rearing. They are 
seen from the front, back and side. / " / Jose Maria de Azcar-
ate remarked that, "Los caballos terrestres y marinos de 
( 6) 
las silleria de Toledo, recuerdan que hizo Leonardo." 
The horses Berruguete represents in The Flood resemble 
those in The Adoration of the Magi. They are distinguishe d 
from Leonardo's later horses by the smallness of the head, 
the wide foreheads, narrow nostrils, and the wide, circular 
muzzles. We can compare the horse who bears a young rider 
on the left side of The Adoration of the Magi, to the hors e 
in profile in Berruguete's The Flood. Berruguete retains 
the small size for the head of the second horse in this 
s cene, but he increases the proportions for the rest of the 
bod y , and us e s the large scale of Leonardo's horses in The 
Battle of Anghiari. The three-quarter hind view of Berru -
g u e t e 's horse is the same as two out of the three horses 
Le ona rdo portrays in this battle scene. 
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In the background of a drawing Leonardo did circa 1481, 
Ufizzi Gallery, for The Adoration, are the figures of 
n a k e d me n crawling up a flight of stairs. Berruguete 
chooses this same pose for two of his foreground figures 
of The Flood. At the top of the stairs is a balcony where 
Le onardo places the figures of men and animals writhing in 
a fantastic tangle. The mood of this crowd is felt in The 
Braze n Serpent. 
The composition for Leonardo's The Adoration includes a 
crowd of people who are pressed close together as they bend 
and gesture in a variety of expressive ways towards the 
f igure of the Virgin. Behind this scene is a small outcrop 
of land crowned with a tree. The composition of Berru-
gue te ' s The Brazen Serpent recalls that of The Adoration. 
A crowd of people push towards the center of the work and 
in the background , on a small mound of earth, stands a 
column. 
In 1505, Leonardo was commissioned to paint The Battle 
of Anghiari. In one of the drawings he did for this work, 
Windsor Castle Collection, No.12,340, a horseman appears 
riding with one arm raised. He rides his gasping horse 
a g a inst the wind. This image can be found in Berruguete's 
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The Flood. In another drawing there is a man brandishing a 
sword above his head. His horrific face is like that of the 
mask-faced figure in Berruguete's boat of Charon. Both 
artists endow these screaming faces with heavy scowling 
b r ows, flat and straight noses, and irregular, oval, wide 
and gaping mouths. The arrangement of the figures in the 
boat of Charon recalls the central design for Leonardo's 
The Battle of Anghiari, in which all compositional lines 
radiate inward. Nothing leads the eye away from the besti-
ality of war Leonardo has expressed . There is no element 
to distract us from the torment of the Damned whose bodies 
all curve inwards and form a circular composition in Berru-
guete's work. Both artists keep us captive within the 
counter-clockwise movement their figures create. 
Leonardo had finished the cartoon for The Battle of An-
ghiari in 1505. He began the painting in the Sal del Gran 
Consiglio of the Palazzo Vecchio, in Florence. For some 
years the cartoon for this work, and one for Michelangelo's 
The Battle of Cascina, remained in Florence when Berruguete 
was studying there; he would have had the opportunity to 
see both works. 
The influence that Michelangelo's work had on Berrugue-
te's stylistic development culminates with the lunettes, 
which pay tribute to Michelangelo in the similarity between 
their iconographic scheme and that of the Sistine Ceiling, 
which Michelangelo was working on when Berruguete was in 
( 7) 
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Rome . We can surmise from the warm letter of introduction, 
dated July 2, 1508, which Michelangelo wrote for Berru-
( 8) 
g u e te , the young Spanish artist would have seen and stu-
di e d such other works by Michelangelo as his The Battle of 
the Ce ntaurs. This early and impressive relief would have 
r e inforced the lessons Berruguete learned from the sar-
cophagi of the Roman period. The confusion of figures in 
Be rrugue te's The Braze n Serpent speaks of this 1492 work 
by Michelangelo in which it is difficult to decide who is 
male , female or centaur, because of the lack of clarity. 
The urgency with which Michelangelo fills the entire space 
with masses of figures, strongly suggests the style of the 
lunettes, which can be described as horror vacui. The un-
chained energy of Michelangelo's figures also finds its 
counterpart in the lunettes. The rotary movement which 
floods around the central figure in Michelangelo ' s relief, 
b e gins in the upper right background, flows downward and 
then ascends towards the left. This same whirling move-
me nt is created by Berruguete through the flow of the f orces 
within his figures in The Brazen Serpent and The Last Judge -
ment. 
Another early achievement of Michelangelo, the cartoon 
for The Battle of Cascina, helped inculcate in Berruguete 
a fondne ss for the twisting bodies which prevail in the lu-
n e tte s . The cartoon, completed in 1505, was to an extent 
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a Manne rist composition with complicated and partially 
f orce d attitudes. "A fact with significant bearing on the 
stylistic character of his work is that Berruguete began 
s tudying and copying it immediately on his arrival in Flor-
(9) 
e nce in 1508." 
Vasari, who discusses the cartoon in the life of Michel-
ange lo and again in the life of Baccio Bandinelli, records 
that Berruguete acquired technical ability by making draw-
ings from the agitated and convoluted nudes of the cartoon 
of Cascina. Moreover, in the set of drawings ascribed to 
Be rruguete in the Ufizzi, there is one generally accepted 
as his handicraft. It represents two masculine nudes, both 
of which seem to be adaptations from figures in the car-
( 10) 
toon . This drawing shows the Mannerist swirl of drapery, 
clothing a standing figure on the left of The Last Judge-
ment. 
As in The Flood, Michelangelo emphasizes the "inward 
e vent " of the participants of The Battle of cascina . Berru-
guete follows this philosophy in The Last Judgement, par-
ticularized by the absence of hellish manifestations, and 
The Flood , which expresses the cataclysmic event without 
the embellishment of the Ark and salvation. 
Many figures appear frozen in frantic poses in the lu-
n e tte s. The two nude swimmers in The Flood, the colliding 
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f" igures and the man who grasps 
~, as well as the two large 
the snake in The Brazen Ser -
nudes next to Charon in The 
-
~st Judg ement are here cited as examples. In the same 
which climb onto the rock and those which 
way, th e figures 
lung in their excitement in the cascina cartoon, e forward . 
rozen in time and space and speak of man's helpless-seem f 
ness. The f' igure in the background of Berruguete's ~ 
Last J ~ udgement, who leaps from Charon's boat, is caught in 
ame frozen · th pose as the third man on the right in e the s 
first row of Michelangelo's cartoon. Berruguete borrows 
of the last figure on the left of the cartoon's the Pose 
stratum for the central figure of~- Bo
th 
second 
figures balance themselves in a bended knee position as 
they t h · ry to raise themselves up. They lean on their right 
th
ey raise their left high. Both turn their heads 
ands and 
sharply to the left and their knees to the right as 
th
ey 
lean . in that direction. 
The ardent stare which fixes 
th
eir 
face s enhances the static quality of their pose-
With the t ·ty to lunettes, Berruguete found the oppor uni 
exp ress the it· 'f of bodies, the plaY of 
th . n imate physical 11 e 
eir muscles 
dynamic 
h figure in a 
and the participation of eac 
act. d. d i· n the cascina car-
ion, all of which he stu ie 
toon. 
Th ·ng of figures in the 
e power of the dramatic groupi 
cartoon was reinforced 
impressed Berruguete. The influence 
by h. . is ex of the sistine ceiling-
posure to the compositions 
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I n Th e F lood of the Sistine Ce iling, Michelange lo com-
posed t h r ee dramatic g roups o f figur e s parallel to the pie-
ture p l a n e . The first group is a race of Titans who carry 
t h e ir p ossessions up to a dry bank. These figures form a 
t r iang l e i n the fir st plane which cuts the lowe r part of the 
pa intin g dia gona lly , r e l egating the tribe of pe ople on a 
r o ck to t h e s e cond plane , the figures in a boat and the Ark 
t o the thi r d plane . De Tolnay writes this type of composi-
(11) 
t i o n wa s t a k e n up by the Mannerists. 
Be rrug ue te uses this compositional device for his portray -
a l of the F lood. A triangular shape, which cuts diagonally 
a c r oss the lunette , is formed by the figures in the fore-
g round . The six running figures on the right make up the 
sec ond p l a n e . The two figur e s in the background at the l eft 
occu py the third plane. 
The r e are many other motifs which suggest Michelangelo's 
Th e Flood was a source of inspiration for Berruguete . On 
t h e p lateau in Michelangelo's work, the blissful ignorance 
of youth is portrayed in a child who toys with his mother's 
han ds while she locks him in a fearful embrace. A similar 
p ai r i n Be rruguete's The Flood can be found in the fathe r 
wh ose fac e is distorted with fear while his child ride s on 
h is s hould e rs , smiling the swee t way the naive t e of youth 
brings to his lip s. 
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Berru guete repeats Michelangelo's group of figures at-
tempt· ing to save their possessions. Berruguete portrays an 
man worried for his bundle of worldly goods, being elderly 
carried by an ass. 
beast of burden is not surprising, as it appears 
Berruguete's decision to include this 
Particular 
role on the extreme left of Michelangelo's~ in a . similar 
Flood 
--..::..::: . 
Anothe r of Berruguete's motifs has a counterpart in the 
second plane of Michelangelo's '.!'.?e Flood. In both cases 
figures try to help others emerge from the water. Berru-
guete condenses Michelangelo's scene into two figures which Here he carves 
appear · in the left foreground of !Pe Flood. 
man trying desperately to save another from the one nude 
They are shown from the waist up and their torsos 
:reveal their physical struggle for survival. 
Their faces 
record 
figure 
their emotional struggle. The grieved face of 
th
e 
aiding his companion is remarkable- The expression 
on h' is face tells 1 we can re-of a major but futile batt e. 
. is poignant struggle to that of the father a
nd 
son late th' 
J..n the seco
nd plane of Michelangelo's wrk- The fa
th
er 
Path etically struggles to carry the bodY of his dead son-
Motifs te'S The B~ 
a
nd stylistic sources for Berrugue ;:,:;.----
Ser 
~ · of thiS 
are found in Michelangelo's interpretation 
them e. 
Berr f Michelangelo's 
uguete reverses the positions 
0 
Play 
e:rs but . 
'otherwise, 
almost identi-
the compositions are 
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ca l . On o n e s i d e o f each composition are the figures being 
at t a cke d by the s e rpe nts. They press up against each other 
in e v e ry c once ivable pose until they reach the limits of 
the ir f rame s. On the other side of each work is a small 
group of f igure s who a r e miraculously saved. The five adult 
f igure s whi ch compris e the se groups are lined up in identi-
ca l ord e r in each work. We first see the figure of a man 
who s u ppor t s a collapsing woman by holding her under her 
l e ft a rm. Ne xt to the woman is a figure standing in quiet 
r e pos e . Alongs i de the man are the faces in profile of two 
o the r f igure s. Berruguete has given them outstretched arms. 
Miche lange lo adds the figure of a baby to this line of char-
a cte rs . In both works there is an opening in the middle of 
t h e back g round whe re we find the column around which is en-
t win e d the Brazen Serpent. 
The t wi s ting serpentine motions in Berruguete's work is 
de r i ved from Miche l angelo's The Brazen Serpent. Berruguete 
a l so a dopts the unusual and dramatic foreshortening of Mi-
c h e l a n ge lo's figures. The motif of a snake opening its 
j a ws to s e iz e the skull of a man is seen in the corner of 
Mi c h e l a ngelo's spandrel and is used by Berruguete in the 
l e f t for e ground of his work. In the group awaiting heal-
i n g in Miche langelo's subordinate scene of salvation, is 
t h e p romine nt figure of an exhausted woman assisted by a 
man , who h e lps her extend her arm to the Brazen Se rpent. 
Be rru g u e t e adopts this motif. He dramatizes it with the 
~ ,=...c.- =-==--=~...c----~------------
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e:x:a ggerated 
o t e woman's boy, which seems 
thrust he gi· ves t h d . The po-
to Propel her towards Sition the object of her adoration, 
of the man' b d thre s O Y remains true to the model- The 
e-quarter f in rental view of his chest, and the position-
right knee h. h · f th Pictu , w ic is bent and projects out o e g of the 
re fram 
e, seem to be quotes from Michelangelo's figure. 
The f' igure st
anding next to this couple in Berruguete's 
Michelangelo's sculpture,~-
tilt their heads to the right- Their right 
Work 
recalls 
Both . figures 
le gs are 
kne 
their left legs are bent at the 
Berruguete 
e. 
straight while 
Both 1 egs are pressed firmly together. 
- _ ing Captive's pose slightlY by raising hi
5 
The Dy' 
b lnS
t
ead of his left. But, like Michelangelo, he 
arm . 
ends . it back Plac at the elbow so that the figure's band maY be 
ed on th
e top of his head. Berruguete guards the class-
cont fi ----=rappoS t
o perhaps in an effort to make a subtle i.ca.1 
gure ' Wh' Berr ich would possess the calm of The D"inq ~-
Uguete ~ -aow· relates this figure to The D"inq ~ bY en.-
1.ng h' ~ _. im . h Stnaa with the elegant form and grace which makes im 
out f rom all the figures of the 1unetteS· 
The 'Wh· motifs in ~ment, 1sJ6-41, 
"'ch Michelangelo's T 
Ber 
c ruguet . of that theme' 
"1ne e used for his interpretation 
from 
c1 the e1 B engravings 
arb· 
the iere q was one Fontainebleau 
'Work J" s of M. Uc1ge ichelangelo. 
~-, circa 15 1 41, he scrupulous Y 
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as his source. The motif of the boat of Charon in Berrugue-
t e ' s work bears witness to the wide circulation of this 
Fontainbleau print. The pose of the second seated nude on 
t he left side of Charon's boat also implies Berruguete's 
knowledge of Barbiere's engraving. This figure would be 
Berruguete's translation of the damned soul who appears in 
Michelangelo's The Last Judgement being pulled down by three 
demons. Berruguete's figure rides in Charon's boat in a 
profile position, but like Michelangelo's figure, he huddles 
with fear as he holds his left hand before his face in a 
desperate gesture. As with Michelangelo, the figure's ex-
posed staring eye mirrors the horror and dimension of his 
fall. They additionally share the expression of disbelief 
with their partially opened mouths. 
One figure in low relief is jumping out of Charon's boat 
in Berruguete's work. Caught in the split second pose be-
fore his mad leap, he r eminds one of the figures escaping 
from the same boat. M' h 1 in ice angelo's fresco. 
The sole face, which Berruguete turns to the viewer from 
Charon's b 
oat r esembles the devil in Michelangelo's The LaS t 
~udqement. Th· 
is fac e, which Berruguete carved into a 
gnarled grimace, 1 
resembles even more a drawing by Miehe an-
gelo of a damned soul. 
Berruguete echoes the physiognomy of 
terror of 
(1 2 ) this l525 d~awing, which was engraved by A. Sala-
manca It 
· was 
Probably in Salamanca's engraving that Berru-
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guet e saw this 
gorgon head, which he carved in his work with 
He seems to have included the details of the greatest c are. 
the facial f eatures as worthy tribute to Michelangelo's work. 
s the only frontal one seen in all three lunettes. This f ace i 
The t remendous 
impact that Michelangelo's work had on 
Ber ruguete as a young artist in Italy is easily understood. 
h· lunettes bear witness to the fact that even in Bow ever , the 
lS Old age, Berruguete was not to lose sight of Michelan-
gelo. 
his stay 1·n Fl B t 1 came 1·n con-orence, errugue ea so During 
tact ,., · vvlth th
e younger artists of his generation, who, like 
emerging in the matured classical style of 
Ren · 
h" lmself 
'were 
aissance and sought to find a nonclassical means to the 
give a new d ' irection to their art. The style of Berruguete s 
lunett es 
ian 
speaks of his youthful association with his rtal-
contemp . · t · o orar1es, Jacopo Pontormo and Rosso F,oren ,n · 
We flu must look to Pontormo's drawings to discover the in-
ence tha . te 's l t 
th
,s artist had upon the style of Berrugue 
Unett es 
by h" 
ls expr t to hi s paintings , 
~h· essive use of line in contras 
lch must 
0 us 
The figures in Pontormo's drawings are vitalized 
1 
The vigor-
be thought of in terms of their co or-
quality sketches is com-
mon of line in Pontormo's spirited 
to B The errug of the 1unetteS· 
fe uete and his execution 
~Vor w·t . gs is prese rved 
1 h which Pontormo produced his drawin 
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in the wood of Berruguete's sculpture. 
Many of the d · y rawings Pontormo produced during his first 
ears of activity in Florence, from 1514 to 1519, were ac-
comp1· 1.shed h wile Berruguete resided there. Janet cox Rear-
us that Pontormo's drawings of 1516 to 1518 re-ick t e lls 
Vea1 h · (131 
1.s experimental 
Th mentality earlier than his paintings. 
ngs reveal the evolution of his formal vocabulary. 
e drawi 
They d ocument the beginnings of Mannerism. 
Berr uguete's three-dimensional work relates to Pontormo's 
two-a· 1.men · sional drawings. In both, line is stressed at the 
exp ense of a strong plastic form. The life and nervous 
energy Berruguete gives to his figures is created by his use 
Of l' ine rather 
than modeling, as in pontormo's drawings. 
In Pontormo' s (14) . f ~- drawing of Joseph, we see the swi tness 
l.th Wh' 1.Ch th b ke n e artist compelled his line to move. The ro-
rhythm 
of Pont , . d · 1 t Jose ph's back and th ormo s line is oca es 
row . sit . ' l into the unnatural "hUnchback" of Berruguete s 
Unett The es The figure perched above Charon in Berruguete 's 
Last J The rhyth-
uctge me nt can b e cited as one example· 
tn.ic exc· , itement and energy of the 1ine which forms Josephs 
back '(Pl.27) eems to in another of pontormo's drawings s 
Propel , him into t This same type 
of a dynamic upward movemen · 
stro 
ng line nude figure in Berru-
gue t , which carves the giant 
e 's t tise !he Last Judgement, causes the boat of Charon o 
Up. 
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Certain of 
Pontormo's drawings would have also influenced 
the rh ythmic d 
mo e of handling Berruguete employs in the lu-
in Berruguete's work which connects one 
nettes. The rhythms · 
form to another is like Pontormo's in that it is involved 
The rhyth-
ana swift and close to the surface of his work. 
mic 1 ine of Pontormo's figure of Saint John the Baptist, 
seems also to sway the figures of Berruguete's 
lunettes I 
(Pl. 48), 
( n Pontormo's drawing of the arm for saint John, 
Pl.SQ) the fingers are represented by quick straight lines. 
uses this mode of representation for the fingers Ber ruguete 
1
. outstanding nudes in Charon's boat- The straight Of th e two 
i.ne s wh· ich form the fingers on the hands of the figures 
Worsh· ipping th ing e Brazen Serpent add great impact to the mean-
of this gesture. 
Berruguete has adopted the stabbing 
angular geSt ure s of Pontormo 
which effectively disrupt and 
ag· i.tate h' is figures. 
Pontormo's from 
h 
new concept of line in these years grew 
is desire to . d animate form- His line no longer containe 
ana controlled b t rather form as in classical drawings, u 
servea 
to with char-
make his figures energetic and moving. 
act erist · · his ic line Pontormo gave his figure s anY design 
arab asque d . for the same ernanded. Berruguete employs line 
Purp 
ose A , 1 · breaks a
nd 
be nd s wi th Pontormo, Berruguete s ine 
s his 1·ne intensifie s 
c, figure s. His dramatic use of 
1 
•tl.s 
Personal . f the three 1u-
nett response to and interpretation° 
es 
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The · influence 
ings h ad on Berruguete can be felt when we 1 k f' ures oo at the 1g-
th . nettes who seem to burst with the energy of 
that Pontormo's alert and responsive draw-
of the lu 
As Pontormo's line defines his visual and 
eir contours. 
his experience, so does Berruguete's line reflect Psycholo . gical 
object· ive ad n subjective sensations. 
Ber ruguete's syi use of line plays an important part in the 
e of · his lunettes. 
s drawings would seem to have inspired his use 
His awareness of the role line played 
in Pontormo' 
line f or its aesthetic and emotive possibilities. Of 
Many aspects 
of the paintings by Rosso Fiorentino could 
be con . sidered his as stylistic sources for the 1unettes. In 
ear1· iest 
painting of The Assum~tio~, of 1515, the c1ose-
apostles overlap in the 1ower part of the picture, ly massed 
leav· 1.ng 1· off' ittle room for recession in depth• The overlapping 
1.gures in th 
the e foreground of Berruguete's works creates 
same lack f 
Putt· o space. 
~ in the have upper part of Rosso's composition would also 
served of th as an example for Berruguete- The raised arm 
e v· 
. irgin 
in 
The strange foreshortening of the 
is the gentle beginning of the wild geS
t
urin
9 
Rosso's work which Berruguete repeats-
In R ?be osso Fiorentino's later works the expressiveness of 
~. h suppression of all which 
ls u is eightened by his 
sua1 
and balanced. The new tyre of spiritualitY we ex-
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p rience i n his The Deposition From the Cross, 1521, is in 
part created by the sharpe ned gestures of his figures. The 
expr e ssive p ower of Berruguete's work also depends on the 
gestures his figures make. We experience the pathos of the 
fig ures in Charon's boat as they reach their arms out in 
d spair and clutch themse lves in fear. The painting of 
Moses and the Daughters of Jethro executed by Rosso before 
1523 , whe n he left Florence, is made powerful by its bru-
tal l y proj e cted gestures. The wild movements of the fig -
ures are incorporated into Berruguete's work. Had Berru-
guete been in Florence during the years when this painting 
was being executed , we could trace the howling face of the 
nude in Charon's boat to that of the fallen figure on the 
right side of this work by Rosso. The figure storming in 
from the l e ft side of Rosso's composition could be pointed 
to as the inspiration for Berruguete's figure in The Brazen 
Serpent who similarly rushes into the scene. However, Ber-
rugu e t e had already returned to Spain when this work and 
The Deposition were painted by Rosso. 
The influence that Rosso's style had upon Berruguete 's 
work would have been established by the prints of the school 
of Fontainebleau. The style of the prints of the Fontaine-
ble au school, which stresses restlessness, was the effect 
(15) 
of Rosso , who came to work there in 1531. Because of the 
wide exposure of the prints of Fontainebleau, Berrugue t e 
would have been familiar with his style. 
-- -
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The p · rint Circe Giving a Drink to Ulysses' companion~, 
' 542 , by Antonio Fantuzzi, can be one of the (pl.21) l 
sources for the circular 
wave of the drapery in Berruguete's 
The spike-like fingers with which 
~Last Judgement. 
Cir ce holds her garment and 
are those w1'th h · which Berruguete's figures make t e1r 
the sailor grasping the cup she 
Offers 
imp . assioned gestures. 
companions ride resembles Berruguete's boat of 
The small and crowded craft in which 
Dlysses' 
Charon 
motif of a nude holding up a dying figure in 
background f . n o Berruguete's '.!_!le Brazen ser~ is see 
ing of Achilles Removing Patroclu~Y f1'..0!1 
The poetic 
the 
in th e etch' ;:--==-"-' ( pl. 
2 2
) by the Master L. o. . Henri zerner considers Battl 
he Master (161 L.D. to be the finest Fontainebleau etcher. 
Prints h r· were made between the years 1542 and 154
8
· Te Bis . 
lght Side of his etching, Jesus Healin 
is dominated . by the wild gestures of the lepers- In their 
zy 
th
is group resembles the worshippers of Berruguete's fren 
'I'he B razen Serpent. One leper at the extreme right of the 
. f'gure who 
· t as is the 1 
wais , cornposit· ion is cut off at the 
. n..-::i?:en s~ 1unette. 
Occu . Pies the same position in~ . n attitude 
extend their arms in a Both f. igures of vigorously 
Prayer 
·t·on these two 
In terms of their pose and posi 
1 
ar · . f the spikeY fin-
f' lgures e identical. The positioning 
0 
gers of sev 11·ke that of the female 
eral of the lepers is . f The chevron 
prayer in the same Berruguete relie · bent into by th resemble cutting de-fo ..... 
-Lmea e hands of these figures 
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Vices is shape sharpens and exaggerates their gestures. Th' 
-The · giant nude in 
Charon's boat seen in Berruguete's The 
This is 
Last 
-- Judgement 
gesture in many Fontainebleau etchings. The 
holds both his arms above his head, 
a frequent 
eath of Adoni~ (pl.24) by the Master L,D, 
etching 
as Well 
of The D 
as his three · t f H · and F' h. could prin so _unting is in~, 
have supplied Berruguete with tnis motif, 
'l'h e etch · ings 
of Jean Mignon might even have been the 
In 
Str ongest stylistic influence for Berruguete's work. 
to the other Fontainebleau artists, 
comp aring M' ignon's work 
his stands out 
in terms of the ferocity of his expressions 
and the . wildness of his gestures. Mignon's prints were exe-
cuted . in 
a comparatively short span of time, probably begin-
Ding in (171 
1543 
and ending no later than 1545- In his etching 
Of Th ~ Last ( l 25 Judgement, which appeared in two states, P • • 
26) , 0 ne · f h wi th 
a decorative border, we see the motif 
O 
t e 
boat of Charon which is outstanding in Berruguete's work-
ln M' ignon's d Fig-work the boat is seen in the backgroun · shovm climb-
seated in it while others are 
· front 
Charon is the large figure rowing at 
th
e 
Ures are 1 
. a ready 
:i.ng 
aboard. 
Of th . 
e boat 
He i· s an old man with a beard 
represented as 
and . 
w:i.ngs. 
l\rnong th emergl· ng from the ground, 
a e figures of the oamned 
devil g
rab 'l'he tremendous curve 
s a female by the hair, 
her back f 
orms as she tries to escape the devil's embrace is 1 · 
l.ke that of 
the first two nudes in Berruguete 's boat. 
In the f 
oreground of Mignon's work, a damned soul throws his 
arm · 
in front of his face to protect himself . This mo-tif . 
is usea b 
Y Berruguete for the central figure in the for 
egrouna 
of !he Brazen Serpent. Two of the Saved Mignon 
Portrays 
emerge from their 
tyPica1 
graves with arms raised in the 
Fontainebleau pose already described as the one Ber 
ruguete 
gives to the giant nude in Charon's boat. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
The work of Alonso Berruguete, the most important Manner-
ist sculptor, has long remained neglected. To this day there 
does not exist a monograph on Berruguete written in English. 
Dr . Irving Zupnick, Professor of Art History at the State 
University of New York has work in progress. The one exist-
ing monograph, Berruguete y Su Obra, written by Ricardo de 
Orueta in 1914, neglects to discuss the three choir lunettes. 
Orueta's treatment of Berruguete's art is scant and super-
ficial. There is no author who provides more than a string 
of adjectives to describe his style and a short list of the 
most obvious artists who influenced him. 
This thesis presents an examination of Berruguete's ca-
pabilities and artistic career as seen in the lunettes. The 
research establishes the characteristics of Berruguete ' s 
carving. I have re-examined the iconographic scheme of the 
lunettes and proposed a new and valid meaning. In my dis-
cussion of the visual content of the lunettes, I have un-
dovered the wide range of stylistic sources and motifs by 
which Berruguete was influenced and which he incorporated 
into his work. 
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